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A recently developed method for analyzing unsteady
airfoil stall was refined by including nonlinear effects
in the representation of the inviscid flow. Certain other
aspects of the potential-flow model were reexamined and
the effects of varying Reynolds number on stall character-
istics were investigated. Refinement of the formulation
Improved the representation of the flow and chordwise
pressure distribution below stall, but substantial quanti-
tative differences between computed and measured results
are still evident for sinusoidal pitching through stall.
Agreement is substantially improved by assuming the growth
rate of the dead-air region at the onset of leading-edge
stall is of the order of the component of the free stream
normal to the airfoil chordline. The method predicts the
expected increase in the resistance to stalling with in-
creasing Reynolds number. Results indicate that a given
airfoil can undergo both trailing-edge and leading-edge
stall under unsteady conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Unsteady airfoil stall is a problem of particular
concern in the design and operation of helicopter rotors.
Periodic stall and unstall of the blades at high advance
ratio cause severe oscillatory control loads, increased
vibration levels and, under some circumstances, a torsional
aeroelastic instability, effectively limiting aircraft per-
formance (Ref. 1). As a result, the problem has been the
subject of considerable research (Refs. 2-5, for example).
A method was recently developed for analyzing dynamic
stall of a helicopter rotor blade. The method, which is
described in Ref. 6, employs a model for each of the basic
flow elements involved in the unsteady stall of a two-
dimensional airfoil in incompressible flow. The interactions
of these elements are analyzed by forward integration in
time, with the aid of a digital computer. Results are in
good qualitative agreement with measured loads, both dynamic
lift overshoot and unstable moment variation being in clear
evidence in the computed loading. A number of approximations
were employed in the formulations which caused substantial
quantitative differences, however.
One of the approximations most open to question was the
use of a linearized representation of the potential flow.
This study was directed, first, to refining the model of the
potential flow by introducing second-order terms. Certain
other aspects of the model for a stalled airfoil were also
considered. The method was then used to investigate the
effects of varying Reynolds number and to determine the
relative importance of leading-edge and trailing-edge stall
under unsteady conditions.
SYMBOIS
b airfoil semichord, m
Cm /^ moment coefficient, Cm Q/^ = m/(2 pu b2)
C normal-force coefficient, C = n/( p U b)
C pressure coefficient, C = 2 (p - p^ )/( pU )
c airfoil chord, m
k reduced frequency, k = w b/U
1 lift per unit span, N/m
g length of dead-air region, m
m moment per unit span about quarter-chord, N
n force normal to chord line per unit span, N/m
p static pressure, N/m
p^ free-stream static pressure, N/m
q fluid speed at airfoil surface, m/s
Re, x Reynolds number based on length Indicated by
^ ' subscript
r leading-edge radius, m
T airfoil section thickness distribution, m
t time, s
U free-stream speed, m/s
u fluid speed external to Doundary layer
(x, y) foil-fixed coordinates, with origin at midchord
a angle of attack, deg or rad
^ vortex strength, m/s
5 * boundary layer displacement thickness, m
9 pitch angle; deg or rad • • ".
P fluid density, kg/m3
° source strength, m/s '?•' ;:
t^T wall shear, N/m
• ' • ' • . ..••.-•- •.•- • - •. -.. p.'
$ perturbation .velocity-potential lm /s
w , frequency ,of-pitch'oscillation,' rad/s
DESCRIPTION OP BASIC- METHOD
The previously developed method for analyzing dynamic
stall is outlined briefly below. Details can be-found in
Ref. 6.
When the flow is attached (Figure la), the flow elements
represented are: (1) a laminar boundary layer extending
from the stagnation point over the leading edge; (2) a
leading-edge separation bubble .(if separation .occurs prior ...
to transition); (3) a turbulent boundary layer from the re-
attachment point of the leading-edge bubble (or the transi-
tion point) to the trailing edge; and (4) a potential flow
over the airfoil/ Including the effects of a vortical wake
generated by the variation in time of the circulation about
the airfoil. If the airfoil undergoes leading-edge stall
(Figure Ib), the flow elements modelled are: (1) a laminar
boundary layer to the point of separation; '(2) a laminar
constant-pressure, shear layer to the point of transition;
(3) a turbulent constant-pressure shear layer; (4) a turbu-
lent pressure-recovery region; and (5) a potential flow over
the airfoil and external to the viscous mixing region, again
including a vortical wake. If trailing-edge stall occurs
(Figure Ic), the flow elements represented are: (1) the
laminar boundary layer; (2) the leading-edge bubble (if
laminar separation occurs prior to transition); (3) the
turbulent boundary layer; (4) a turbulent constant-pressure
shear layer; (5) a turbulent, pressure-recovery region; and
(6) 'a potential flow with vortical wake. These elements
were formulated as follows.
Potential Flow
Given the airfoil section characteristics and motions,
together with the distribution of pressure in the dead-air
region if the airfoil is stalled, the flow and pressure over
the airfoil must be determined to compute the integrated
load and analyze the boundary layer. The problem was formu-
lated by imposing linearized boundary conditions of flow
tangency and pressure, using a perturbation velocity poten-
tial derived from source and vortex distributions. The
resulting coupled set of singular integral equations is
solved by casting the singularity distributions in series
form and solving for the unknown coefficients by imposing























Because the relative .importance of the individual
elements of the boundary layer flow as they affect dynamic
stall could not be established in advance, the representation
in Ref. 6 was made as general as possible. The method of
finite differences for unsteady flow, with variable step
size in both streamwise and normal directions, was employed
with the error in each finite-difference approximation of
second order. The Cebeci-Smith eddy-viscosity model (Ref.
7) is used to compute turbulent shear.
Dead-Air Region
The function of the model of the dead-air region is to
define the streamwise distribution of pressure in that
region, given the locations of the separation and recovery
points and the pressure at the recovery point. The dead-air
region is assumed to consist, in the most general case, of a
laminar constant-pressure free shear layer from separation
to transition, a turbulent constant-pressure mixing region,
and a turbulent pressure-recovery region. The laminar shear
layer is analyzed by the method of Ref. 8, assuming quasi-
steady flow. The turbulent mixing and pressure-recovery
regions are analyzed using the steady-flow momentum integral
and first moment equations. Profile parameters in those
regions are assumed to be universal functions of a dimension-
less streamwise coordinate, with those functions derived
from an exact viscous-inviscid interaction calculation.
Matching of approximate solutions for the mixing and
pressure-recovery regions at their interface completes the
analysis.
Leading-Edge Bubble ,
The leading-edge bubble on an unstalled airfoil is
analyzed using the same basic relations employed for.the
dead-air region. Given the boundary-layer parameters at
separation, the length of the bubble and the amount of pres-
sure rise possible, for that length, in the pressure recovery
region, are computed. That pressure rise is( compared with
the rise in pressure in the potential flow over, the length
of the bubble. If the latter is greater than the former,
the bubble is assumed to have burst, and the stall process
is Initiated.
Loading Calculation Procedure , .
Calculations proceed,by forward- integration in .time,
given the blade motions as a function of time. If, ..-at-a ;...'
given instant, the airfoil is not stalled, the potential••'- ; -.;:-
flow is computed, and the boundary layer and leading-edge.. ,,--..
bubble'are analyzed to check for bubble bursting. If the. .,-•.•
airfoil is stalled, the'pressure distribution in the dead-
air region is computed, the.potential flow evaluated, and ,
the boundary layer is analyzed to locate the separation. :;••••>;•
point. The last two steps are repeated iteratively until.'. ;;-
assumed and computed separation points agree. Rat,e.of • •.-•••-•7',.
growth of the dead-air region is determined from an* estimate,..;
of the rate of fluid entrainment derived from the potential-
flow solution. In the case of leading-edge, stall,, unstall
is determined by.first postulating its occurrence and analyz-
ing the leading-edge bubble .which would then form to as.cer.r.:.\F
tain whether that event did in fact occur. During unstall>:-"t ;•
the dead-air region is washed off the airfoil . . The rat.e-,of;;,T:
wash-off is normally taken to be the free-stream speed. r^f-i
There is some indication, though, that the.ralbe should be r. .-.;..
considerably less than that value, as is" discussed subse--; ..-,,,
quently.
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FORMULATION OP POTENTIAL PLOW TO SECOND ORDER
The following specifically concerns the derivation of
the perturbation velocity potential to second order for
unsteady, attached flow. The formulations derived are also
used to compute flow and loading when the airfoil is
stalled. However, in the latter case, while the solution
is uniformly valid to first order, strictly consistent
accounting of second-order terms was not attempted. A
complete development to second order could not be Justified
without a corresponding refinement of the analysis of the
dead-air region, which would be outside the scope of the
present study.
"The problem of an airfoil in unsteady flow, including
nonlinear effects, has been treated by several investigators.
Representative of these studies is the work of Gieslng
(Ref; 9)* who used a finite-element approach to obtain
numerical solutions for arbitrary transient motions, and
Chen and Wlrtz (Ref. 10), who employed an expansion of the
acceleration potential to obtain integrated loading to
second order for oscillatory pitching and plunging.
The approach taken here was dictated primarily by the
requirement for compatibility with the formulation of the
linearized problem in Ref. 6. The velocity potential and
boundary conditions were systematically expanded, following
the general procedure used in Ref. 11 for the steady problem,
as follows .
The perturbation velocity potential can be written in
the form
m (x-*) + y a* CD
where coordinates (x, yf) are fixed to the airfoil, with
origin at midchord. Th'e surface of the airfoil, of chord
2b, is located at y = ± T (x), T b < x < b (consideration
has been limited to symmetric airfoils). Coordinate x0 in
Eq. (1) locates the end of the shed vortex wake.
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Wake displacement effects have been omitted. Their
contribution to the boundary conditions is of third order.
While there is a second-order effect from wake displacement
on the pressure at the airfoil surface, the contribution is
symmetric and so does not affect integrated load. In any
case, that term has reduced frequency as a factor, so for
all practical purposes it can be regarded as third order.
The potential is required to satisfy
+
- ±T'(x),
+ <W d *. I -h < x < b
where Uoo and Voo are apparent free-stream components,
including effects of foil motions. .
The source and vortex distribution strengths are taken
to be sums of terms of ascending order in angle of attack
or a similar small parameter, i.e.,
a = a ]_ + a 2
7 = 7+ 7 2
If the derivatives of 0 in Eq. (2) are expanded in Taylor
series about y = 0, terms of like order are assembled, and
symmetric and antisymmetric contributions' separated, in the
usual manner, it results that












where U is free-stream speed and w is the downwash Imposed
by foil incidence and motions.
The second of Eqs. (3) is, of course, the one solved
in Ref. 6, using a Glauert-type trigonometric expansion of
7j_. Comparing Eqs. (3) and (4), it is seen that ^2 can
be computed using the same procedure as for "/i, with
- (T Tj.)' substituted for w.
Some difficulty was encountered in implementing
Eqs. (4), because T was originally formulated as.a rather
slowly converging trigonometric series. As a result, the
derivative of T YI, in series form, did not converge satis-
factorily. The difficulty was resolved by replacing the
original series for T with the following more rapidly con-
verging one:
T = b sin 0 (1 - cos 0) -2- + sin e t sin n 0
n=l
where r0 is leading-edge radius, and x = b cos 9.
;;• The same basic procedure as the one developed by
Lighthill for steady flow (Ref. 11) was followed in deriving
the formula for the flow at the surface, q. The x-component
of q, denoted qx, is of the order of free-stream speed U,
while the y-component, qy, is of first order in whatever





= qv + ±
•X c. U
+ higher order terms
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while
a = U cos Q + ± , ( T + 7p) '+ ux
b
(a, + a2) dfc . „ .
+ —i— -f —= - + UTT + third-order termsi / '°i +
2. / x-
-b
= U sin 0 -
_K
+ second-order terms.
where Qp is pitch angle and us and vs are contributions from
t'he source distribution representing the, dead-air .region
/when the airfoil is stalled (see Ref. 6). If these expres-
sions for qx and qy are substituted in Eq. (5)> a term which
is singular, at the leading edge due to a, factor (b .+ x)~V2
is obtained, just as in the linear approximation.' However,"
there is also a second-order term which is singular due to
a factor (b + x)"1, namely U [TT" + \ (T')2L which is
approximately equal to -.25.Uro/(b + x) near the leading
edge., A uniformly valid approximation for q is obtained,
using Lighthill's procedure, by subtracting off the singular
part of the offending term and multiplying by the factor ,.?•;•
b + x
^b + x ^  ,r0/2
which restores the complete expression to its original form,
to second order, some distance from the leading edge, and
makes the result finite at the leading edge. The complete
expression for q, uniformly valid to second order, with





U sin ft - t v" + UT'
U r.
x ,), )
The pressure coefficient on' tthe airfoil is computed from
(x/ 0 ,- t)
The derivative of $ in Eq. (6) is computed by the same formu
las as in Ref. 6, except that the second-order corrections
are added to the source and vortex strenths. A term of
second order which derives--from the Taylor expansion of $
about y = 0 has been omitted from Eq. (6) for the same
reasons wake displacement effects were neglected.
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RESULTS OP COMPUTATIONS
All calculations were performed for a modified NACA
0012 airfoil section. The section and a list of offsets
are shown In Fig. 2. Unless otherwise noted, chordal
Reynolds number was 2 million.
Preliminary Calculations
Computations were performed tor transient pitching at
a dimensionless rate 6b/U of .025 and a chordal Reynolds
number of 3 million, in order to determine whether quasi-
steady flow could be assumed in the analysis of the laminar
and turbulent boundary layers, and so effect a substantial
savings in computer storage requirements and running time.
Results for the laminar boundary layer are shown in Pig. 3,
in which are plotted the external flow magnitude ue, dis-
placement thickness S* and wall shear rw as a function of
distance along the airfoil surface from the stagnation
point. Results obtained by omitting time derivatives are
seen to be virtually identical to those using the complete
boundary-layer equations.
It should be noted here that the point of vanishing
wall shear is not generally coincident with the separation
point in unsteady laminar flow. It was shown in Ref. 12,
though, that a sufficient condition for identifying the
separation point is that the boundary layer equations be-
come invalid downstream of the true separation point. In
the method of analyzing the boundary layer used here, there
is a good indication of when that event occurs, since the
solution Is obtained by Iteration on the wall shear. When
that iteration diverges, then presumably there Is no solu-
tion to the boundary layer equations and unsteady separation
has occurred. It was found that, for the results of Pig. 3,
the points of vanishing wall shear and separation are
nonetheless coincident, for all .practical purposes, since
the iteration on wall shear diverged at the first streamwise
station downstream of the point where the wall shear went to
zero.
A slight difference between the quasi-steady and un-
steady result was discernable near separation of the turbu-
lent boundary layer downstream of reattachment of the
leading-edge bubble, as shown in Pig. 4. However, the
difference in separation points, 3.5 percent of chord> is





























































Figure 2 AIRFOIL SECTION
iteration for trailing-edge stall. The assumption of quasi-
steady flow appears to be justified, then, at least for
those flow conditions and airfoil motions normally experi-
enced by a helicopter rotor blade.. That assumption was
therefore employed-for all;subsequent calculations.
Effect of Second-Order Terms
In order to assess:the importance of the added terms
in the potential flow model, a number of calculations were
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Figure 4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSES
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a linearized potential-flow formulation. Cases of both
transient and sinusoidal pitching motions were considered.
Time histories of normal force and moment coefficient
and length of the dead-air region for a linearly varying
pitch angle are shown in Pig. 5. The refined solution is
seen to produce somewhat less dynamic overshoot of normal
force than the linear formulation. However, the relative
overshoot is about the same, the maximum static cn for the
linearized case being somewhat larger than when second-order
terms are Included.
A comparison of the variation of static normal-force
and moment coefficients with angle of attack, generated by
series of transient pitch calculations, is shown in Pig. 6.
Including second-order terms is seen to reduce both the
maximum Cn and the stall angle of attack, and increase the
slope of the Cn curve below stall. The increase in
dCn/da is due to nonlinear thickness effects. The theo-
retical value of the slope for the airfoil analyzed is 6.82
per radian, while the computed value is 6.76; the slight
difference is believed to be due to numerical inaccuracies.
Including second-order terms significantly improved
the representation of the pressure distribution. The pre-
dicted moment coefficient below stall using the nonlinear
potential model is essentially zero, as it should be. The
linear solution makes the center of pressure somewhat aft
of the quarter-chord, the shift being due to the Lighthlll
correction which was used to remove the leading-edge singu-
larity.
Results for sinusoidal pitching at a reduced frequency
of .13 are compared in Pig. 1, where Cn and Cm c/4 are
plotted against instantaneous pitch angle. The dashed
curves are the static variations of the coefficients. The
corresponding measured loading variation, from Ref. 2, is
shown in Pig. 8. Including second-order terms is seen to
cause some dynamic overshoot, while none had been obtained
with the linear model. The overshoot is still considerably
less than what was measured, however. The nonlinear terms
are seen to cause unstall to be initiated at a pitch angle
somewhat above the static stall angle, while the linear
solution has unstall starting slightly below that angle.
Results for pitching at a reduced frequency of ..26 are
shown in Fig. 9. The comparable measured loading is shown
in Pig. 10. The same 'effects of the second-order terms are
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Figure 10 MEASURED LOADING WITH k = .252 (from Ref. 2)
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While a nonlinear potential-flow model improves the
predicted loading somewhat, substantial quantitative differ-
ences between computed and measured results are still
evident. The analysis does serve to demonstrate that the
errors in the original potential-flow model were not con-
tributing to any great extent to those differences. Atten-
tion can now be directed to other factors in improving the
method, as discussed in the next section.
Effect of Dead-Air Region Growth Rate
As was noted in the previous description of the basic
method, rate of growth of the dead-air region is computed
from an estimate of rate of entrainment obtained from the
potential-flow solution. That estimate, which is propor-
tional to the net source strength in the dead-air region,
can only be reasonably justified when the' length of the
dead-air-region is near its steady state value.- However, a -
value for the growth rate is needed at the onset of leading-
edge stall, when the region does not yet extend beyond the
trailing"edge, and is much less than its steady-state
length of between two and three chords. It was beyond the
scope of the original study to attempt a definitive analysis
of this complex-unsteady interaction of viscous..and inviscid
flows, so the growth rate was arbitrarily made equal to the
free stream speed at the onset of leading-edge stall.
Subsequent calculations revealed, though, that one of
the factors contributing to lift overshoot is an increment
in lift induced on the aft portion of the airfoil when the
dead-air region still terminates upstream of the trailing
edge; This effect is discussed in more detail in Ref. 6.
It would appear, then, that if the initial growth rate of
the dead-air region were reduced, more overshoot would
result.
A series of transient pitch calculations were, carried
out, parametrically varying initial growth rate J?o, to
verify that this is the case. The loading time histories
obtained are shown in Pig. 11. As expectedx, the overshoot
in Cn is increased substantially by reducing £o. The
time to reach steady state is, of course, increased as well.
The greatest differences between computed and measured
loading during oscillatory pitch are the amount of lift
overshoot and the amounts of lift and moment hysteresis.
It would appear, then,, that .considerable improvement in the
agreement would result if K0 were reduced. The following






















Figure 11 EFFECT OF fio ON LOADING DURING
' TRANSIENT PITCHING
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The dead-air region consists of fluid garnered from
the free stream ,.by the combined action of viscous shear
(mostly turbulent, probably) and pressure gradients. Let
it be assumed that this as'slmilation of fluid mass takes
place primarily at the downstream end of the dead-air
region, and that the fluid is trapped in the. funnel-shaped
region subtending an angle /? , as sketched belovi (lengths
and velocities shown are approximate, assuming angle of
attack a is small).
U-o
Let f be the fraction of fluid entering the funnel which
ultimately becomes part of the dead-air region. Then the
rate of increase of the mass of trapped air is given,
approximately, by
m = f [ p ( .8:0 tan ft )(u o )1
>, But m is proportional to the rate of increase of area;
m. « pKfia . Equating the two rates, it •• follows that
« (f tan j3 ) U a
Thus, if f tan (3 is a number of order one, or less,
is of the. order' of U a , -rather than U. o
Convincing evidence that 80 must be substantially
less than U was obtained by recomputing the loading for
oscillatory pitching with k = .13, using a value of .25U
for je0. Presumably the process of unstall, in which the
free stream recaptures the fluid in the dead-air region,
is similar to that of stall onset, so the rate of wash-off
of the dead-air region during unstall was also reduced from
U to .25U. The resulting curves of Cn and Cm c/4 vs• pi^Qh
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Figure 12 COMPUTED LOADING DURING SINUSOIDAL PITCHING
WITH KQ= .25 U AND k = .13
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is now seen to be in quite good agreement with the measured
loading,, Pig. 8. Maximum normal force is predicted almost
exactly, and the areas-<within the loops are roughly the
same. The moment variations still differ appreciably, the
main discrepancy being between when the airfoil starts
pitching down and where unsta.ll begins . There is apparently
considerably more suction over the aft portion of the air-
foil in the dead-air region than what is predicted. The
assumption of quasi-steady flow in the dead-air region is
the most likely cause for this difference.
The load during oscillatory pitching with] K0 and
wash-off rate of .25U was also computed for k = .26, with
the results shown in Fig. 13.-- Again, the agreement with
the measured loading, Pig. 10, is much improved, the peak
Cn computed being 1.88 while the measured maximum is 1.77.
The inadequacy in the model of the dead-air region.:with 0p
decreasing is also evident at the higher frequency.
It might be conjectured that the wash-off rate should
be less than the initial growth rate of the dead-air region,
since reentrainment presumably is dominated by viscous
shear, rather than, pressure gradients. Therefore, the
effect of changing the ratio of Ko to wash-off rate was
investigated by repeating the oscillatory pitching-calcula-
tions using a wash-off rate of .1U, with Ko again being
.25U. The results for k of .13 and .26 are shown in Figs.
14 and 15, respectively. The loading variation is seen to
be quite insensitive to wash-off rate, regardless of the
reduced frequency or the value of 8O* so making it equal
to 2O would appear to be a reasonable approximation.
Effect of
Reynolds Number on Stall Characteristics
Stall characteristics of a given airfoil are necessar-
ily a function of Reynolds number, because-~of the role
played by the boundary layer in the stall process. Speci-
fically, one would expect tha't an airfoil which is subject
to leading-edge stall at a certain Reynolds number would
undergo trailing-edge stall at a.'much'higher 'Reynolds
number, since transition would' then preclude formation of
a leading-edge bubble. At intermediate Reynolds numbers,
presumably either type of stall could occur. .Calculations _
were performed to investigate the effect of varying
Reynolds number on dynamic and static stall characteristics
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Figure 13 COMPUTED LOADING DURING SINUSOIDAL PITCHING WITH
fi0 = 0.25U AND k = 0.26
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Figure 14 COMPUTED LOADING DURING SINUSOIDAL PITCHING WITH
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Figure 15 COMPUTED LOADING DURING SINUSOIDAL PITCHING WITH
WASH-OFF RATE OF 0.1U, Jo = 0.25U, k = 0.26
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The loading resulting from transient pitching through
stall was analyzed for chordal Reynolds numbers of 3 and
6 million, for comparison with the previous results obtained
at a Reynolds number of 2 million. Pitch angle was again
varied linearly with time up to a prescribed value and then
held constant.
Increasing Reynolds number to 3 million caused a
marked increase in the resistance to bursting of the
leading-edge bubble. The airfoil does not undergo leading-
edge stall for pitch angles as high as about 16 degrees,
but does experience trailing-edge stall between about 12
and 16 degrees. At a steady-state pitch angle of 15.8
degrees, separation of the turbulent boundary layer has
progressed upstream to near the quarter-chord point.
An interesting phenomenon is encountered during
pitching through higher angles. As the separation point of
the turbulent boundary layer moves up the chord, the resis-
tance of the leading-edge bubble to bursting continuously
decreases, even though the circulation and loading on the
airfoil are decreasing as well. The reason for this is
that the separated region has relatively little effect on
the flow in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge,
even though it reduces the loading over 'the rest of the
airfoil. At a sufficiently" high incidence, the bubble
bursts and leading-edge stall ensues. Results for a case
in which both trailing-edge and leading-edge stall occur
are shown in Pig. 16, where the loading and the separation
point location xs are plotted against time for pitching up
to 18 degrees. Note that very little Cn overshoot is pre-
dicted in this case.
As expected, a further increase in Reynolds number to
6 x 106 increases the resistance to both leading-edge and
trailing-edge stall. When the steady-state pitch angle is
15.8 degrees, the separation point is only about ilc from
the trailing edge. At a slightly larger pitch angle, that
point moves rapidly up the chord. Figure 17 shows the
loading and xs variations with time for pitching up to
16.3 'degrees. The steady-state separation point is seen to
be about . 35c from the leading edge in this case. No Cn
overshoot at all is predicted for this case.
Leading-edge stall^-ultimately occurs at high pitch
angles for Rec = 6 x 10 , as well, but the separation point
of the turbulent boundary layer very nearly encroaches on
the leading-edge bubble before the bubble bursts. The dis-




Figure 16 LOADING AND Xs VARIATION DURING TRANSIENT

























Figure 17 LOADING AND Xs VARIATION DURING TRANSIENT PITCH, Rec = 6 x 106
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Results are summarized in Fig. 18, which shows the
computed variation of static normal-force and moment coeffi-
cients with angle of attack for..the.-three Reynolds numbers
considered. A flagged symbol indicates that the airfoil-
was undergoing trailing-edge stall. Results of measurements
for different Reynolds numbers for the section analyzed are
not available. However, data in Ref. 13 show that a regular
0012 section at Reynolds numbers between 3 and 6 million has
a maximum lift coefficient of about 1.6, generated at an
angle of attack of 16 degrees, which agrees fairly well with
the computed values of maximum Cn of 1.7 at Rec - 3 x 10"
and 1.8 with Re^ = 6 x 10°, also occurring at"'about 16
degrees angle of attack.
The rapid falloff in normal force with angle of attack
at higher Reynolds numbers is quite different from the be-
havior of thicker airfoils undergoing trailing-edge stall,
the falloff in the latter case being more gradual (see
Ref. 14). The reason for the sharp drop-off is apparently
that the pressure rise is quite steep near the leading-edge,
but relatively flat aft of midchord. Thus, the separation
point moves rapidly forward, once Incipient separation
occurs, until it encounters the region of steep gradients
near midchord (note the variation of xs in Figs. 16 and 17).
On thicker airfoils, the pressure increase along the chord
is more uniform, allowing the separation point to stabilize
at points closer to the trailing edge.
One case of sinusoidal pitching through stall was
analyzed with Rec = 6 x 10° and k = .13. The Cn and Cni c/4
variations with pitch.angle are shown in Fig. 19. Only
trailing edge stall occurred during the cycle. As can be
seen from Fig. 19* the normal force did not exceed the
maximum static value. The moment variation exhibits a
fairly large unstable (i.e., clockwise) loop, and the•
moment undergoes rather large positive excursions.
Since no direct determination of the type of stall has
been made in the tests carried out to date, it is not clear
whether the lack of lift overshoot in the calculations is
symptomatic of trailing-edge stall or is an indication of
an inadequacy in the analytic model. If the latter is the
case, the most likely sour.c.e of the problem would seem to










Figure .18 COMPUTED STATIC^NORMAL-FORCE'AND : •
MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
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Figure 19- COMPUTED LOADING DURING SINUSOIDAL PITCHING,
k = .13, Rec = 6x106
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The representation of the potential flow in a
previously developed method for analyzing dynamic stall
has been refined by including second-order terms. The
effects of growth rate of the dead-air region during
leading-edge stall and the effect of Reynolds number on
stall characteristics were also investigated. Results can
be summarized as follows.
Including second-order terms improves the
representation of the flow and chordwise pres-
sure distribution on the airfoil below stall,
but does not appreciably reduce the large
quantitative differences between computed and
measured results for sinusoidal pitching through
stall.
The amount of lift overshoot during dynamic
stall is a strong function of the rate of growth
of the dead-air region at the onset of leading-
edge stall. Much improved agreement between
theory and test with a smaller growth rate
indicates that the growth rate is of the order
of the component of the free stream normal to
the airfoil chord, but further analytical and
experimental study of the stall onset process
is needed. In contrast to the strong dependence
on growth rate, the loading is quite insensitive
to the rate at which the dead-air region is
washed off during unstall.
The method predicts an increase in the
resistance to both leading-edge and trailing-
edge stall with increasing Reynolds number, as
expected. Computations indicate that a given
airfoil can undergo both trailing-edge and
leading-edge stall under unsteady conditions
at high Reynolds numbers, and that dynamic lift
overshoot is much less when trailing-edge stall
occurs . The latter effect may be due to the







A listing of the FORTRAN coding of the computer
program follows. The program was written in FORTRAN IV
for use on an IBM 360/75 computer.
A 7
C . - • . - • . - '-.,; . : • ..;•: • - . , . ' ' • : • • • : ' '0001,
C PROGRAM r-3 A N A L Y Z E UNSTEADY AIRFOIL STALL .0002
C . - - . - . ' .0003
DIMENSION U S A V t 1,70") t U( 1, 70,2) ,CMAT(50,50) .. -., 0004
pIMENSION RMAT I 130), SCALEt300,21 , V( 1.00,2) ,, UC (100 ,3 ), ,Y (100 ) .0005
X, S C A L S I 300) ' ' ' ' . - " . - . 0006
DIMENSION A L A M ( 3 0 ) , V Z I P ( 3 0 ) , F P R E S ( 1 0 0 ) , C A M B R < 2 4 ) , X I 3 0 0 ) . . 0007
DOUBLE PRECISION CHAT, RMAT . . . . 0008
DIMENSION X G A M ( 3 0 1 , X C ( 300 ), SB L ( 300) , XB SIG (1 00)
 / ' - ' ! ; . 0009
-..; DIMENSION A S Z ( 3 0 r , A S ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) ,BS(30,30) ,ASHZ(30) , ASH ( 30 ,30).', BSH (30 , 3 "00 10
10 ) , A R I 30 ) ,ARH( 30),UE( 300,3) ,.. ,•. ,;..,, . , ... .. 0011
DIMENSION BLAM(30) ,FLAM( 1 0 ) , X F L A M (10) ' ' • . ' = • • . 0012
DIMENSION XU( . 30), YU.( 30), X L ( 3 0 ) , Y L < 3 0 ) , , VZ2 (30 )., AR2 ( 30 ) > 0013
"COMMON -/LOADS'/ CR, CR HAT, THICK < 24)",THA'T (24) ,NF , ACAPI30 ,3 ) , ACAP2 (30 , -.0,014
1 3 ) , N G A ^ , G A M A H ( 1000 ), GAMAW2( 1000 ) .XIWI1000) ,NWAKE ,XS;EP , X A T T ,BCAP <10 0015
10,3),NSIG,RDB8, AA.BB.AKK, SS ,S SLAM ,ZS, UT ,UN,UI NF ,,XSI G (100) ,;XSIGA<10 0016
10 ) , X S IGB( 100),NSIGA,NSIGB,DXI -.,-•-. , , - ' • ' , . - . ; - 0017
EQUIVALENCE (ASHl I ) , SCALS11) ) - - • • • - • 0018
. D A T A IN,MOUT,MD, NTIME, I SEPT,I WASH/5,6 ,250, 0, 0,2/ . 0019
DATA PI ,T IME, RENEL.USTDP/3.14159,0., 6.20E4.3.0/ j - r 002°
, D A T A FPAST, FUP,VBUB X.1,.4, I./ . 0021
DATA VOFF /I .7 0022
DATA FLAM /1.75, 1.75,1.724,1.527,1.354,1. ,.663,. 452,,25 \ 0023
14, .21/ <;. . . - • ' . - . . ' , . :0024
DATA X F L A M /- 100.,-11. 26,-7. 01 ,-3 ."48 ,-!'. 766 ,0. ,1.888,4. 0025
103,6.77,7.19/ 0026
DATA NSBL.NZ.NY, NCORD,LOWER,MSTOP,MOTR,NOTBL,INDV/ 0027
1 150, 100, 70, - 2X>-flt6t 1'tlf-O/ ' 0028
- D A T A ELSIG.FRZ,ARR, AMPLU,FREQU,ALPH1.ALPH2,HEAVE,AROT,FREQF,PHIH, 0029
-V RY1, DRY,Y(2T,TEST,UPRIM, I SEP/ . 1 ,.06 ,3.5,0. , . 0030
1 0.00,.1, O.,0.,-.5,O.,0.,1.001,.008,.01,.001,.0001, O/ 0031
. NAMELIST /CASE/ NSBL,HZ,NY,MAXT,NGAM,NSIG,NOFF,NCORD,LOWER,fSTOP, 0032
1MOTR,N3TBL,INDV,ELSIG,DXI,REB,RDBB,FRZ,ARR,AMPLU,FREQU,ALPH1,ALPH2 0033
1, HEAVE, AROT,: FKWF.PfllH, RY1,OT"Y, Y,TE ST.UPRI M,;XU, XL , YU , YL ,NF, 0034
1NVOR,S^OR,HVOR,BARG,XIVOR,EMI,TORF,SSPA,CMPA,CMPAS,USTOP,RENEL, 0035
, .1 FPAST,FUP,VBUB,HD, VOFF" .. 0036
NGAM=24 . . 0037
NSIG=24 . . . ' ' . ,0038
NF=20 • • . . . - . . • . 0039
U INF=t. , 0040
.NWAKE=999 ' 0041
DXI=1.E10 . . 0042.
.READ! IN, C A S E ) : 0043
MX=NSBL+NZ-1 . . 0044
, NDIMC=50 ; ; ' ... . :0045
INDV*I^DV*1 .' 0046
RY=RY1 . . . . - . . . . - - . . . - . - .. , ' 0047c - . . . . - • . • - , . - . , -
 OQ48
C NOTE - OFFSETS ARE PUT IN AS LISTED IN THEORY OF WING SECTIONS, I.E 0049
C . AS A FRACT13N-3F-TOTAL C«OR«, Xt «€ING MEASURED FROM THE . ^. ,....0050
C LEADING EDGE. BE SURE NF I S AN EVEN NUMBER. 0051
C . : " . " " " " ~ " " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 0 0 5 2
. WRITE(«10UT,6) 0053
. WRITEMOUT, CASE1
 T ^ -.: : ; . . 0054
GO TO (343,342), INDV 0055
48
342 MP.ITE(MOUT,25) NVOR , SVOR, HVOR .BARG.X1 VOR .EMUTORF, SSPA
THICK,CAMBRJ
BAR G=BARG/6. 2832
343 RDBC = RDBB /'2V
CALL SECT(XU,YU,XL,YL.NOFF.NF,RDBC,
RDBB = RDBC * 2.
DO 7875 N = 1, NF
CAMBRm * 2 * CAMBR(N)
7875 THICKS) = 2. * THICKIN)
CR=SQRT(RDBB)A2.
















X A T T = -100.
UE(MX*1,1)=1.
EPSLE= 2 .*rxTnri-jrf MI- i rr
EPSTE=X(MX )-X(MX-l>
Al TCMI ,50E4V5gKT<REB ) '











































































00 2430 N = 1 , N S I G 1
2430 X S I G A C J H X S I G ( N )
DO 2431 N = l f N S I G
00 2431 NU=1, 3
2431 BCAP(N,NU)=0.






GAMAW( "J )=0. i- • •
G A M A W 2 I N ) = 0.














IF( INDV.EQ.2) CALL VHASHtBARG,HVOR,SVOR,NVOR,X1VORtUINFtVZIP tXGH*t
INGPlfDX I)
DO 8458 M=1,NGP1




8457 CMAT(MtN)=AS<M,N- l ) ,
8458 CONTINJE
CALL ALSOLiNGPli CMATt RMAT, NDIMC)
DO 8459 N-=-lfN-6P-i-
ACAPJN, 1) = RMAT(N) »
8459 ACAP<N, 2)*ACAPtT»m
CALL WASH2(VZ2tXGAM t NGAM,CR,THICK,NF,ACAPtO. tOtO.«2. )
00 8470 M = I, NSPi
R M A T ( M ) = V Z 2 C M ) ,
CMAT(«, 1) = 1.
, CMAT(M, 2) = X G A H ( H )
00 8470 N = 3, TTGPT
8470 CMAT«M, N) = AS(M, N - 1)
CALL ALS01(NGFT,D«T^WAT,1<IDimn"
00 8471 M = 1, NGP1
ACAP21 tt, irsRHAT(H)
8471 ACAP2m, 2) = A C A P 2 « M , , 1 »


























































I F ( M - N Z » 2774, 2775, 2775
2774 SIGN=-SIGN










INDEXING IN TIME IS CARRIED OUT AT THIS TOT NT.
9999 CONTINUE
GO TO (196,195J.MOTR





NOTE - FOR READ-IN OF FOIL MOTIONS, M*KF ALPH1





GO TO (198,197), INDV
CALL ELPIT(ALPH1,ALPH2,EMI, TORF , SSPA, UINF.DXI ,CMPA,CMPAS)
X 1VOR=X IVOR +DXI*U INF
NITS*l
T I M E = r i M E * D X I
PITCH - ALPH1
IF( INDrf * MOTR .LE. 2) PITCH * PITCH - ALPH2*COS(FRE QF*TI ME)
N T I M E = N T I M E * 1
I F C NM A< E-998 r -2O2V 2DTT201~
201 NHAKE=998
202 I F( MAXT-NT IME) 8989, 8800, 8800
8800 SAVEU=JINF







G AH AH rJCTVGAMVU I JC- 1 1
GAMAM2IJC) = GAMAMZ(JC-l)
1003 X IW ( J C ) "X FHf J C- 11 -i-STEP X
IF( ISEP) 2009,2009,2007



































































1014 U E ( M , 2 ) = U E ( M , 1 ) 0221
, DEAD1=DEAOL • ' < 0222
- ELDl=fcLDOT 0223
At AMI l l=< 1.125+.75*ALOG(STEPX*. 5) ) /DXI 0224
• 0 0 1005 M=2,NGP1 - ' • • ' • • • ' ' ' ' 0225
1035 1 A L A M ( M ) = B L A M ( M ) + . 75*1 !.+{ l.-XGAH ( M I ) /STE PX) *ALOG ( (1 .+STEPX-XGAM4M) 0226
- • " ! ) / ( 1 . - < G A M ( M ) ) ) / D X 1 0227
DO 2006 M=1,NGP1 ' 0228
A C A P 2 ( M , 3 ) = A C A P 2 ( M , 2 ) ; 0229
A C A P 2 < 1 , 2 ) = ACAP2IMV1) 0230
ACAPIM, 3 ) = A C A P ( ^ , 2 ) 0231
2006 A C A P ( M , 2 ) = A C A P ( M , 1) " 0232
, AFACT = 8 . * ( A C A P ( I, 2)* .5*ACAP J2 ,2 ) ) -2 . * (ACAP(1 f 3) * .5 *ACAP (2 t 3 ) J 0233
AFAC2 =8.* (ACAP2t it 2)*.5*ACAP2(2,2»1-2.*IACAP2(I,3)>.5*ACAP2(2t3 I) 0234
A L P H S = V Z I P J 1 ) - - 0235
-.CALL WASH»XGAM,NGAM,TIME,ALPHl fALPH2,HEAVE,AROT.FREQF.PHIHfUINFtCA 0236
IMBR.NF, VZ IP,MOTR, INDV » 0237
' 4F( IND^.EQ.2I CALL VWASHt BARG ,HVOR ,SVOR t NVOR ,X1 VOR, UI NF,VZIP,XGA»«,' 0238
INGPI,D<I) 0239
00 1006 M=1,NGP1 0240




NWMl = NdAKE-l . 0245
DO 4343 J=2,NWM1 " 0246
JP=J+1 0247
OLX=XI r fCJ ) -XGAH(Hr ' ' ' 0248
= O L X / ( X I H ( J P ) - X I W ( Jl) 0249'
= AL3G( rx lwr jP)-XGAH(M)) /DLXl 0250
S U M = S J H * ( G A M A H ( J ) * ( G A M A W ( J ) - G A M A W t J P ) ) * C O X ) * A L X , 0251
4343 SUM2=SJH2*«GAftAWZt J-)*lGAflAW2(\n^GA«AW2(JP))*COXJ*ALX 0252
ELX= l i -XGAM(M» . r , l. .' * • • 0253
IF(M.EQ.1> EtX=r. 0254
ALX=( l . -XGAM<M))*ALOG( l. + STEPX/ELX) /STEP X 0255
AR2(H) = ALAH{H)»AFAC2/3.*(SOH2-GAHAH2I21*ALXI/PI i( 0256
1006 AR(M»=2. *VZIP(M)*ALAM«M)*AFACT/3 . *«SUM-GAMAMI2)*ALX) /P I 0257
C . 0258
C THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS, THROUGH STATEMENT 4444, ARE PERFORMED 0259
C ONLY IF THE ATRFOTtTS STArt€D7~~ TlffE ATRFOTL"! S DESIGNATED TO BE 0260
C STALLED IF INTEGER ISEP IS NONZERO. 0261
C 0262
IF( ISEP) 3247,4444,3247 0263
3247 GO TO ( 3344,33*5T, IWA-$H 0264
3344 XSEP=XSEP+DXI*VOFF ' 0265






 00 3015 K*li3 0270
-^ DO 3015 N = 1 , N S I G 0271
3015 8CAP(N,K»=tri 0272
GO TO 4444 0273
3345 IF< INDT) 3348r33*8,3Z«* . - ~ 0274






IF! INDV .EQ.2) GO TO 6349
IF tVZIP l D-ALPHS) 6349,6348,6348
NITS=2
GO TO 3248 . .
CALL UMPOP« NGP 1> A*, ALAM, AFACT ,RMAT,CMAT, XGAM.AS ,MX,NZ ,XC,UE,KDI PC ,
I AFAC2, AR2) .
GO TO 2785 .
XATT=XSEP+DEAD1+.5*IELD1+ELDOT)*DXI
IFUNOf .EQ. LAND. XATT .LT . 1.2) XATT-1.2
DEADL=XATT-XSEP
OIF-Fa l . -XATT
CALL SETSX(NSIG1,XSEP,XATT,XSIG,ANGS)
DO 4434 N = 1,NSIG .. - . .
XBSIG(N) = .5*«XSIG(NJ+XSIG(NH,n
DO 3086 M=1,NGP1










IFJXATr -XGANtWI ) 3187, 3087,3091
CONTINUE
AMSX-ARCaST~r~Z^XGAWlHJ - XSEP-XSTTJ/DEADL)
00 30 N« 2, NSIG .
BS(H,N>= SINrFLOATlN-U* ACOSX)
BSCM, 1J=SQRT( IXGAM{M)-XSEP) / (XATT-XGAH1M)) )
IF(OIFF-l.E-6) 3087,3098,3098 .




























































































4349 ASHZ(K |=0 .
DO 4359 N=1,NGAM
4359 ASHtK ,N)=0 .
4350 CONTINJE
CPOT=CP1
DP 4800 K = 1,NSIG
C O P D = X B S I G ( K )
BSHIK, !)=-!.
ACOSX=ARCOSf t 2.*CORD
DO 4808 N= 2, NSIG
4808 BSH(K ,N)= COS < FLOAT(N-l)
ARH«)= FPRESMU '
IF(CORO-1.) 5008,4799,4799
5008 CALL EGAMI(2,NGAM,ACAP,BCAP(l ,2) ,XS!GAm , XSIGA INSI GA*l ) ,GAMAW (2) t
1CORD.VAL1)
CALL E G A M I ( 3 f N G A M , A C A P , B C A p ( l , 3 ) , X S I G B C l ) , X S I G B ( N S I G B + l ) , G A K A W ( 3 J ,
lCOROiVAL21
ARH«K)=ARH(K)*(2.*VAL1-.5*VAL2I/ (OXI*UINF)*.0625*AFACT*PI*(1»+CCRD




CALCULATIONS FROM THIS POINT ON COMBINE THE
CASES OF STALLED AND ONSTALLED AIRFOILS.
DO 6500 M=1,MGP1




IF ( ISEP) 6466,6500,6486













R M A T ( K H » = A R H ( K >






6751 CALL ALSOHNTOT, CHAT, RMAT, NOIMO
DO 6800"N= I, NGP 1
6800 ACAPJN, 1I=RMAT(N)
I F MS EP » 6805i *32t)i 68D5

































































DO 6910 M » It NGP1
CMAT(M,1) « A S Z ( M )
DO 6910 N * 2, NGPl
CMATlM, N) = ASfM, N-l)
CALL WASH2(VZ2,XGAM,NGAH,CR, THICK, NF,ACAP,GAMAW(1),ISEP,DELPI,
1 X I W ( 2 J )
DO 339 M-UNGP1





GAMAM2I1) * GAM1IACAP2, DXI, PIJ *-DDEL
00 1785 M»1,MX .
S1GN=1.









IF( ISEPT.EQ.l) CALL TAYLOR* XSEP , UE , XC, X,NZ, MX)







SCALSJ1I-0. _ __^_ _
IF( IND/.Ea72TSRtr^lTIME.LT.10) THTTOr IT86
IF( INDV.EQ.2) GO T3 8370
IFUSEP.EQ.O.'ANDTVZirnT.LT.ftllPHSJ GO TO 1786














D X X = D X I
IF(ISEF.EQ;i7»ro^rs^PT.Er.O.*Nir;NITS.EQ.IJ DX*?1.E30
8367 CALL BLC( X , Y , MSTfMENO,NY,RY,DRY ,DXX,REB ,UPRI M,F LAM, XFLAM.TEST ,U,SC
lAL€,tfF,UCVVtXSEP,USbP7iyrSP, THETA,XOV^R,1AHQ,HSEP,XC,USAV, SCALS, NfT
IStNTIME, HD>
































































378 W R I T E < v | a u T , 2 3 ) X S I G t 1 ) tCPOTt XSEP '.
miNDM 8462,8462,8463
8462 I F ( I S E P ) 8562, 8562t 8563
8563 IHNITS-1) 8562,8562,8662
8662 IF( ISEPT) 7742,7742,8562
8562 CALL BJBB( DEL 1, THET1.R EB, XSEP ,USEP tXC 5,DCP, DELS ,X,XC, MX, NZ ,X5 iU5 ,U
1E,ALTC,RENEL,USTOPI'
IF(USEP.GT.USTOP) USEP =USEP+. 075114* ( USEP-USTOP)
PDIFF=(USEP-U5)*CUSEP*U5)









8368 GO TO ( 8168, 17861, NOTBL
8168 CALL REATT(UC,V,X ,Y ,MX,NY,RY,DRY,UE,X5 ,DEL5,MST,REB>
LAMQ=0
GO TO 8367
8463 IF! ISEP) 7741, 7741,7742 ~
7741 ISEP=1
NITS=NITS*1




7742 CALL EL DERI BCAP, XSIG, NSIG,UBUB,ELDOT, SIG SUM, YMXJ
IF! ISEP. EO.l. AND. tSEPT.EQ.O.AND.NlTS.EQ.l) GO TO 9210




9212 CALL CPC(CPl iXSEP t 1., ISEPJ
GO TO 3248
7743 I F ( N I T S - l ) 7737,7737,3248








00 7ff36 IC r^r3 ----




























































IF«NITS-4) 9211, 9211t 1786
9211 IF (XSEP-XSEPS) 9305,9305,9306
9305 XSEP=< l.-FUP|*XSEPS+FUP*XSEP
GO TO 9307 .
9306 XSMAX=XSEPS+FPAST*< l.-XSEPS)
IF(XSEP.GT.XSMAX) XSEP=XSMAX
. GO TO 3248
1786 WPITECHOUT,20) NTIHE
X S E P = X S I G ( 1 )
WRITEMOUT.26) X1VOR
PITC = PITCH * 180. / PI .
209 WRITEMOUTt lO) T IME, UINF , XSEP .XATTtPI TC
WRITE(HOUT,11)
WRITEMOUT,12) <N,XGAH(N) ,VZI P< N J ,AR( NJ , ACAP <N,H ,XI W (N) .GAKAW1 N) ,
1N=1,NGI>1)
WRITE(6,9005)
DO 63 1 = 1, NGP1
63 WRITE(MOJT,9006) M, XGAMi M) . VZ2IM ) ,AR2 (M) , ACAP2(H,1) , X I M ( M ) ,
6 A GAHAM2(H)
IF( ISEP) 7432,7«T,T4J2 "
7432 HRITEMOUT,13)
WRITE(^OUT,17) (N,XBSTG(N),FPRES(N),ARH(N),BCAP(N, l ) ,N=1,NSIG)
^RITE(«10UT,14) ELDDT , .
WRITE(HOUT,18I XSIGf 1) ,CPOT,X4,CPOT,XATT tPREC
7433 WRITE(MOUT,15)







7545 CPL=CPJ . • ,
7546 DLIFT=CPL^CPU
KRITEMOUT, 16) XPC.QEL ,CPL ,QE U,CPU,DLIFT
7102 XPC=XPC*PINT --------
CMPAS=CMPA
CALL CL CHTPTTCH, ARO T ,T SFr.THP A , CAHBTU ,










5 FORMAT! 6F10. 41
6 FORHAT( IHT750X734H«NATySTS D
7 FORMAT I 8X.6HUBAR =E 13. 5/7X, 7HUFREQ
STALL///)
























































13X.UHALPHA TWO =El 3.5/8X.6HHBAR *E13.5/UX,3HA =E13. 5 / 8 X . 6 H F R E Q =
. lE l3 .5 / / :8Xf6HRp/B =E13. 5 / /9X,5HREB =E13.5///) .
 : . . ,
8 ; i F O R M A T { H 9 X , l H N , 2 5 X , 4 H C I N ) , 2 6 X , 4 H T ( N ) ,25X ,5HTH (N) / ) •- ' ;
9 i FORMAT! 120, 3E30. 5)
10 . . F O R M A T ! 5X.3HT =E 13.5/ 5X, 3HU *E13. 5/4X.4H XS =E13.5 /4X,4HXO =£13.5/4
' 1X.4HPA =E13.5//J • . ... .... . - , -
11 . F a R M A T ! / / / 4 X , l H N , l l X , l H X , l 4 X , 5 H V Z m , 1 2 X , 5 H R N ! X ) ,12 X ,4HA1N) ,2 IX ,:3h
: ' . lx iw t .14<,5HGANMA/l . • . . . .
12 FORMAK I5,4El7.5t8X, 2E17.5)
13 ,FORHAT{ 1H1.8X, l H N i 2 0 X , l H X , 2 I X , 5 H F P C X ) t22X. ,5HRH(N} , 2 1 X , 4 H B ( N ) / )
1*.. F O R M A T ( / / 5 4 X , 9 , H L-DOT =E 13.5///51X.2 7HPRESSURE S IN S E P A R A T E D F L C W
, 1 / /55X,IHX,19X,2HCP/I
1.5 .FORMATl 1H1, 11X.1HX, 16X,3HQELt 15Xt 3HCPL
 ?l 5X,3HQElJ,15 X.3HCPU 1 13X ,9HC
, ..1PL - C P U / ) . . .
16 FORMAT! 6E18. 5) i ,•
17 , ' - . ' . . F O R H A T C 110.AE25.5) '
18 . F O R M A T (3 I40X, 2E20.5/) ) , ; ' . , . . ' , ' . ' ''..
2 0 " . FORMAT! 1H1, SOX, 12HTIHE STEP' NOI3/ / J " • . '
22 F O R M A T ( ; / / M O X , 2 6 H I N C R £ A S E IN CP REQUIRED I SE13. 5//40X ,26HI NCREASE
ilN CR POSSIBLE tSE13.^> - -
23
 n F O R M A T ( / / / 4 5 X , 23HPDTENTIAL FLOW XS =E12.4/60X, 8HCP ( X S ) =E12»4/
. If ^5X, 23HBOONOARTT CAYEH i - ~ 7XS =E T2".«T
25 FORMAT(12X,4HNV =I2,3X,3HS «E 12.4.3X.3HH *E12.4 ,3X t 3HG =E12.4,3J(t4
, IHX1 =El2.*//12X,4HffI ^ElZ.^ilXi 4HWT =E12.4,3 X.4HPA -E12.4///I
26 FORMATC'4X,4HX1 ==E13.5) '
 ;
101 FORMATC/// / lOXV4HCRr*E13.5/7X,7HCRHAT =E13.5J , .
9005- FORMAT ( 1H1///T50, 'SECOND ORDER SOLUTION'/ /
90051 4X,lHirtrtX,rHX,-t4X,-5RVZTXt,12X,5HRN(XI,l2X,4HA{N),13X,3H
90052X I W , 1 4 X t 5 H G A M M A / l : . ,
9006 FORMATJ I5,6E17.5t ., ..' ,






































SUBROJT HE BLC(X,Y, MST.MEND ,N Y,R Y, DRY, DXI ,R£B,UPRIM, FLAM, XFLAP.TES
ir ,U,SCALE,UE,UC,V,XSEP,USEP,DISS.THFTS,LOWER,LAMQ,MSEP, X C i U S A V . S C A
1LS, NITS, NT IMF. MX) _ • > •
PROGRAM FDR ANALYZING LAMINAR AND TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS .
BY THE METHOD OF FINITE DIFFERENCES. IF THE INTEGER LAMQ
IS GREATER THAN ZERO, THE BOUNDARY LAYER IS LAMINAR.
DIMENSION UIHX. NY, ~2rrUSAV (MX* NY) :
DIMENSION SCALSOOO), XI 300) , Yl 300) , UC 1100 ,3) , V(100,2),
X U61300, 3), XC(300)
DIMENSION SD( 100), SE( 100), SF( 1001 , VI SC ( 1 00,2 I ,GRAD(100)
DIMENSION A(100),B(100),C(100),D(100) ,F(100)
DIMENSION ALPHA{ 100), BETA! 100), GAMMA(IOO) .DELTAUOO)
0 1 MENS ION SCATTEI 3001 Zl WAR! OTTO 17VSR 2 fl 007
DIMENSION FLAM( 10), XFL AMI 10) , YB 1( 100) .YB2UOO) ~ -
DIMENSION CAPG! 100), CAPH(100).CAPJI100T,CAPKI100J . ?
DOUBLE PRECISION AP( 100) , BP < 1 00) ,CP( I 00) ,DP( 100) ,FP (1 00) ,UP< 100 ) •
FORMAT! 1HI,41X,3»H ANALYSTS OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER///5 IX , 12HT I












1 IHI/I ' ' • • • • • ; . ' • •
FORMAniHl,*IXr36HAN*LY5IS OF" TURBOLETiT BOUNDARY LAYER///51XU2HTI
1ME STEP MOI3//51X,12HITERATION NOI 3///3X,lHM ,8X ,1HX ,13X ,2HXC, 12X ,2
lHUE,10X,6H-OP/t)X,9X,5HDEtTA,9X,5HOISPL,9X,5HTHETA,9X,5HSHEAR,4X,
1 1HI/)
FORMATI r«,»Ei*7*nn ' " - ' • • •
FORMAT ( 1HI,2X,3HM -I4//2X.3HX -E14.S//2X, 4HUE -E14.5 ,10X ,17H-( I/ R
1HO)(DP/D») *FI*.3rrOXi5HREB~ iET*75iIOX,4HU« -E14.5///J
FORMAT ( 2X , 25HPHYSICAL DELTA -E14. 5 ,8 X, 12HOELTA STAR =E1*.
l5,8X,7HTHET»^-€T»;^rir7XV2WTRANSFORHED DELTA «E14.5,8X, 12HDE
1LTA STAR -E14.5,aX,7HTHETA «E14.S///)
FORMAT(25X,1HY, 19T, 1HU,19X, 1H V, 16X,5HD07DT~,1*X,6HNUE/NU/)
FORMAT( IOX.5E20.5)
FORMAT! //30Xri7R5EP*«TTONHr)r*E13.5,6H, XC -E13.5)
FORMAT! ///40X, 12HMALL SHEAR «E14. 5//I
FORMAT(//SOX,17HTRANS1TTtm
FORMAT! /20X, 35HSCAL E CHANGE
IX)
FORMAT! 10X, THAT STEPI3.22H,
DATA MOUf "7*r~
BCON • l.S/DXI
FCON * r./Tr;*ron —
IF(MX.GT.l) GO TO 900
- Y-MAX INCREASED FROME12.4.3H TOE12A4








MST2 - MST - 2
























































543 IHLAMQ) 544,544,545 0636
544 WPITEMOUT,! ! ) NTIME.NITS , 0637
GO TO 550 0638
5451 WRITEMOUT.10) MT1HE.N ITS 0639
550 CONTINJE 0640
YTR = S Q R T ( R E B ) *0641
UC« It 1) a Q. . . 0642
Vd.l) = 0. 0643
NV = N* - 2 . . . . . . 0644
NVMl = NV - 1 : . 0645
NVP1 = N V + 1 . . . " . " 0646
CALL YDIFFINY,ALPHA.BETA,GAMMA,DELTA,SO,SEV,SF,C2,C3,C4,Y). 0647
DO 41 N=1,NVP1 . 0648
V1SC<N, I) = 1. 0649
41 v f lSC(N ,2 ) = 1. ...
 v . : • ' , . • ' 0650
DO 42 M=WST2,MST1 ,• , . 0651
L = MSn~M*2 ' , . ; ' , . ' . . 0652
DO 50 N=l,NV , , ' 0653
50 GRAD(N+l) * SD<N*lJ*UC(N*2tL)+SE(N*l)*UCIN*l,L)-SF<N*l)*UCIN,Lr 0654
GPADJ1J = C2»UC(2,Ll*C3*UCt3,LI*C4*UCU,L) , 0655
MM=M-1 0656
CALL PXJRAUrMH~,TrrOETDTT,PHF?S,SAiSB,SCf3RfSS) : 0657
DO 456 N = 1,NY
 v - . . . - , - . - - 0658
456 UC{N»1)=UC(N,L) • • • 0659
CALL SETUP(LAMQ,M,NV,REB,X,Y,X,PRESS,GRAO,DELT,DISP,THETA,VISC,MT 0660
. I R A N ) 0661
42 CONTINJE 0662
MENO1 = -ttettO~--T- , . 0663
GRADS = GRADC II ' 0664
GRADSS = GRADC 11 0665
C . . . . . . . . 0666
C THE MAIM CALCULATION STARTS HERE. 0667
C . 0668
DO 99 'q-MSTTiHENin" 0669
ITER=0 . . . 0670
WALLG=0. 0671
MP1=M*1 .. ' 0672
DELTP = DELT/YTR . i J °673
DISPT = DISP*YTR 0674
.THETT = THETA»YTR 0675
SHEAR = GRADCD/YTR 0676
IF(MAXlT.EQVtt) .AMCT. EPWS.XE.EPW1 KAXITe^S 0677
GO TO I 561,562),LOWER . 0678
561 WRITEC1OUT, t2t M,XOH f X€1^« iOEl^ , ltrP*tSS,OELTP,OI SP.THET A,SHEAR* ' 0679
1 MAXIF 0680
, GO TO 225 i
 0681
562 rfRITE(HQUT,20) M,X(M),UEIM,1),PRESS,REB,UPRI M 0682
OELTPVDISP.I'HE TA ,DELT,D1SPT,THETT . 0683
' 0684
t V1W),UC(N,2 », V » N * t > ,GRAO<N) , VISC ( N , l ) ,N=1 , N V P I I 0685
WRITE(^OUT ,25 ) SHEAR C 0686
225 IF(GRADSS-GRaDS-~n€^61 229,229,408 . -,-•, 0687
408 XSX=K(v | -2 )+ (X(M- l ) -X (M-2) )*GRAO SS/(GRADSS-GRAOS» ' 0688
v IF(XSX-X(Mrr 409T409r229 . 0689












IFIMAXIT.LT.10) GO TO 223
IF(EPHS.GT.EPH) Gd TO 223
*FS=0.
GO TO 224
WFS=GRAD5/( GRADS-GRADI 1} I
WFS1-1.-HFS
XSEP<»HFS1*XC(M-1I+MFS*XCIM)













CALL T*ANS(UPRIM, PRESS, THETA,REB,UCiNY, FLAM, XFLAM,LAMQ)
IF(LAMQ) 805,805,801
W R I T E ( M O U T , 3 0 ) X ( M ) '
















V A R 2 ( N ) « UCtNiTl
CALL YSET1RY,YSUB2,NY,Y)




UC(N,2) * UP AS I
CALL TERP(YIN,YBl,VAR2,NY,UPAS2»
UCIN, 31 - UPAS7
CALL YDI FF( NY, ALPHA, BETA. GAMMA,DELTA. SO, SE,SF,C2 tC3,C4,YI
IFCCATTOT"TOirr700t 701
DO 635 N*2,NVP1
VARKNl » VrSCTNVU '
VAR2IN) « V1SC(N,2)
00 636 ~N*Zf NVP1~
YIN « Y ( N )
C ALL TFR<* (YIN,YB1,VAR1,NVP1, UPA SIT
VISCiN, 1) » UPAS1
CALL T ERPI Y IN, YB I, V AR 2,NVPI 70F/TS21

























































701 DO 637 N=2»NVP1 0746
V A R H N J = V (N , 1) 0747
637 . V A R 2 ( N ) = V ( N , 2 ) ' 0748
- . D O 638 N=2iNVPl ' . 0749
YIN = V < N ) • : - 0750
CALL TERP lY IN tYB l iVAR l tNVP l fUPAS l ) • •' 0751
V ( N , 1 ) = UPAS1 0752
CALL TERP(Y IN ,YB l ,VAR2 ,NVP l tUPAS2) 0753




C RESCALING CALCULATION ENDS HERE. • ' ' • " - ' ' ' ' 0757
C 0758
CALL PGRADlM.X .UE tDX I f PRE SStSA, SB
 tSC tSR.SS) ' -'• ' ' 0759
C • : ' • * • • • . : • 0760
C RECURSION RELATIONS ARE SET UP HERE. ' 0761
C » . ' : 0762
IHMX.EQ.l) GO TO 820 • 0763
I F ( S C A L E ( M + lt !)-!.» 522t522i521 0764
521 IF(SCALE«M+1,2)-1.) 522t522t523 0765
522 LACKJ=1 0766
FACUl=JE<M*lt2)/OE«M*l,l:» 0767
FACU2=JE(M*l t3)/UE(M*l , l ) ( 0768
GO TO 820 0769
523 LACKU=2 . 0770
DO 610 NN=1*NYV- ' • c 0771
- V A R K N M I = U(M + lfNNtl) 0772
610 V A R 2 ( N ^ > = UfM*ltWti21 0773
CALL Y S E T ( S C A L E ( M + l t 1) t YSUB2 t N Yi YBU 0774
CALL Y S E T ( S C A L E t H * l t 2 ) t Y S U B 2 » N Y , Y B 2 ) • > 0775
820 DO 88 ^J = 2 fNV ' :.« , •• c -• - 0776
CALL CAPS( ITERffftCAPGtCAPHiCAPJtCAPK, S R t S S t S D t S E t S F . V I S C t V . U C ) 0777
A < N ) = -SF(N)*CAPGm-DELTA(N)*CAPH(N)* -SF(N)*CAPJ(N) 0778
B(N)=BCON>SA*r»PiaTrr*SErNr»t:ATCrNI-GAHHA(NJ*CAPH(N>-SE(N)*CAPJCN) 0779
C(N>=SD(N) *CAPG(N) -BETA(N) *CAPH(N) -SD<N) *CAPJ(N) 0780
D(N) = -ALPHA«NI*CAPH(^I 0781
IF(MX.EQ. l ) GO TO 576 0782
GO TO (57*t575»,LACKU ' 0783
574 JPASl=FACUl*UC(M t1) ~ 0784
UPAS2=TFACU2*UCt1trth 0785
GO TO 576 0786
575 YIN = Y IN ) 0787
CALL TERP(YIN,YB1,VAR1,NY,UPAS1) 0788
CALL TERP( YlN«Y8*TVAR2-tNY>«PftS2) . 07«9
576 F(NI = PRESS«-FCON*l4.*UPASl-UPAS2»+CAPMN)*{SR*UClNt2)-SC*UC(Nt3) )' 0790
88 CONTIWJE •- r 0791
C ' , 0792
C SOLUTION FOR VELOCTTr PROFILE STARTS HERE. • 0 . Q793
C 0794
DO 89 N = 2 tNV" '•• , ' 0795
A P ( N ) = A ( N > r 0796
BP(N) = BTTTT 0797
CP(N) = C(N) 0798
OP(N) = OtN) 0799
89 FPCN) = F«N) 0800
62
DO 77












BP(N+1) = BP<N*1) - CPIN)*AP(N+1>
CP(N+1) * CP(N*1I - OPJN)*AP(N»1)
FP(N+l) = FP(N*1> - FP(NJ*AP(N*1)
UP(NYI = UE(H*1, 1)
UP(NVPl) = UP(NY)
U P ( N V ) = <FP(NV)-UPINY)*(DPINVJ *
DO 66 N»3,NV
CP(NV)») /BP(NV)
UP(NN) = FP(NN) - DP(NN)*UP(NN+2) - CP(NN»*UP(NN*H ;
DO 65 *4 = 2tNY











GRADS = GRAD( 1)
DO 55 M=2iNVPl




GRAD( 1) = C2*UC(2t 1)*C3*UC(3, H*C4*UC (4,1) .
CALL SETUP«LAMQ,NPl tNV,REB,X, Y,UC, PRESS, GRAD, CELT, 01 SP.THET A, VISC,















EPW= ABS ( GR ADC 1 )-MALLG )









IFIMX.EQ.ll GO TO 99
DO 48 M-ltNY




































































SUBROUTINE STAG(MX,NY,MSTOP.MST,DXI ,RY.DRY,X,Y ,UE,UC,V,USAV,SCALS,
1ISEP.MD)
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE BOUNDARY LAYER PROFILE NEAR
THE STAGNATION POINT
DIMENSION USAVCMD, NY) , SCALS( l )
DIMENSION PHIZ(24),PHIP(24) ,E TAP 124)



































UE(MSP*2, 11-UEI MSP *!,!)) /I X(MSP+2)-X(MSI>*l))
22,22,23
ASTAG=(UE(MSP, 1J-UEIHSP- 1,11) / < X < MSP) -X<MSP-D)



























































































IF(MD.EQ.l) GO TO 73
00 72 ^=
USAV lM,N)=UC(N t2 )
IFIM-M2I 50,55,55




























DIMENSION THICM 2*) f THAT! 2* ) t ARGI 61)






CPHAT = CR*( 3.*CR*2.*SUM )
DT=PI/FLOAT(NSIMP1
A R G ( 1 ) = 0.
ARG(NSIMP*1)=0.
ANGLEsO.






DO 6 I ' l t N F
COUNT*COUNT*1.
T T I « C O J N T * A N G L E
SIN1T*SIN(TTI)





































































' SUBROUTINE CLCM 1 P ITCH, AROT, I SEP ,CMPA,CAMBR) 0977
COMMON /LOADS/ CR , CRHAT, THICK ( 24) ,THA T( 24) ,NF ,ACAP <30 t3 ) t ACAP2 (30 , . 0978
l 3 ) , N G A x | , G A M A W ( 1000 It GAMAW2( 10001 ,XtH< I 0001 ,NHAKE , XSEP ,XATT iBCAPHO : -0979
10 t 3 ) ,NS IG.RDBB, AA,BB,AKK,SS,SSLAM,ZS,UT,UN,UINF,XSIG(10q) ,XSIGA(10 . .'0980
10 > , X S I G B < 100),NSIGA,NSIGB,DXI . . - ' ,' 0981
DIMENSION C A M B R ( 2 4 ) , X < 2 ) ,T ( 2) ,CPLI 21 ,CPU<2 ) ,CP«2) ,TP(2) , A < 2 ) , 0982
1 B ( 2 ) , C ( 2 ) . 0983
DATA NSIMP.Pl /80,3.14159/ - . - . . , - . . • - 0984
CN=0. ~ , 0985
CT=0. . . 0986
CMZ=0. . 0987
: T 1=0. . . . . . : 0988
TF=PI ; 0989
IFdSEP.EQ.l .AND. XATT.LT. l . ) TE=ARCOTS< XA TT) . . - 0990
99 DT=(TE-T l ) /FLOATI f *SIMP) . 0991
X ( 1 ) = C 3 S < T 1 > . . . . . . - • _ • - ; 0992
CALL CPC(CPL( 1) ,XC !),-!., ISEP ) 0993
CALL CP,C(CPU( II, X( II, l.,ISEP)
 : . 0994
CALL PRIMES(CP(1J ,TP(1) ,T1 ,CR, THICK, CAMBR.NF) 0995
SUMN=(CPL( D-CPUl 1»)*SIN(TU 0996
SUMT=(CP( i»-Tpm>*a>Lm-tcpiti*Tpm>*cptm) , 0997
SUMM=SJMN*X( 1) 0998
T ( 2 ) = T 1 0999
DO 10 .^ = 2,NSlMP,2 1000
T(1»=TI2I+OT 1001
T ( 2 > = T « 1)*DT 1002
DO 5 .1*1,2 1003
X ( I ) * C 3 S ( T ( I» 1004
CALL CPClCPLt I ) ,X< !»,-!., ISEP I 1005
CALL CPC<CPU( I I tX(I ) , l . f lSEP) 1006
CALL PRIMES(CPm,TPm,Tm,CR,THICK,CANBR,NF) 1007
A( I )=«CPL( IJ-CPUJ I» ) *S IN< T( I) ) 1008
Bd) = (CP( Il-TPCTn*CPLCn-ICP(Tl.*TPCI))*CPU{I) 1009
5 C( I) = A( I )*X( I) 1010
SUMN=SJHN+4.*At l)*2.*At2) 1011





IF(TE.EQ.PI) GO TO 2ff 1017
T1=TE 1018
TE=PI 1019






WRITE(6 ,2 ) CL,CD,CN,CT,CMZ,CMPA,AROT 1026
2 fORMATt7r//40Xl 4HCL =E 13. 5/AOX,4HCO- =E13.5V7*TOXv4HCN =E13.5/»OX, 1027
1 4HCT =E13.5//39X,5HCMZ =E1 3. 5/38X.6HCMPA =E13. 5 ,5X ,4H IA =E13.5,1H 1028




S U B R O U T I N E C P C J C P t XCt S IGN , ISEP) .
COMMON / L O A D S / CRt C R H A T , T H I C K ( 24) ,THA T< 24) ,NF , ACAP {30 ,3 1 i ACAP2 (30 ,
m . N G M i G A M A W t 1000) t GAWAW2C1000J t XI Wt TOO 01 ', N H A K E t X S E P ,XATT , B C A P I 10
1 0 » 3 > , ^ S I G , R O B B , A A , R B , A K K , SS, S SLAM ,ZS, UT ,UN, Ut MF , XSI G ( IOOJ , X S l G A d O
1 0 ) , X S I G B ( 1 0 0 ) , N S I G A , N S I G B , D X I
D I M E N S I O N G A M S ( 3 ) , A S U M ( 3 0 , 3 )
NGP1 = NGAM * 1
DO 6 I * 1, 3
G A M S ( I ) = GAHAWril * GAHAVTZTTl "
DO 6 J = I, N G P l
A S U M U . I ) = A C A T C J . I I * A C A F 2 I J f I )
R E C I P * 1 . / I U I N F * U H F )
C A L L Q E C A L ( U , X C , S I G N f ISEP )
CP = ( U / U I N F ) * * 2 - 1.
CALL E G A M K l , N 6 A M , A S U M , 6 C A P < l i l ) » X S t G ( n i X S t G < N S I G + l ) ,GAM S ( U , X C ,
1 V A L 1 I
CALL E G A H U 2 , N G A « i A S U M , B C A P ( l t21 , X S 1 G A ( 1 ) , X S I G A I N S I G A * 1 ) ,GAC S ( 2 ) ,
! X C t V A L 2 )
C A L L EGAMKS.NGAMiASOMtBCAP ( 1 , 3 ) , X S I G B < 1 ) , X S I G B ( N S I G B * - 1 ) ,GA^ S I 3 I ,





























S U B R O U T I N E Q E C A U Q . X , S I G N , I S E P ) 1056
COMMON /LOADS/ CRt CRHAT, THICK (24 ) , T H A T < 24) ,Nf , A C A P < 3 0 ,3 ) , ACAP2 (30 , 1057
13 ) ,NGAM,GAHAHriOOX»,GAHA>l2l 1000), XTWl 1000) ,NHAKE ,XSEP,XATT , B C A P I 10 1058
Ipf 3), N S I G . R D B B , A A . B B . A K K , SS, S S L A M , Z S , U T , U N , U l NF , X S I G I 100) , X S £ G A < 1 0 «1059
1 0 ) , X S I G B ( 1 0 0 ) , N S I G A , N S I G B , O X I ,
 r 1060
D I M E N S I O N SN«30) ,CS( 30) 1061





T H E T A = A R C O S « X » 1067
NSUM*NGAM 1068
I F ( N F . G T . N G A M ) NSUM«NF 1069
ANGLE=0. 1070
DO 5 N - l t N S U M 1071
ANGLE»ANGLE+THETA 1072
S N ( N ) = S I N ( A N G L E ) 1073
C S I N ) - C O S ( A N G L E ) 1074
S I N T - S N ( l l 1075
SAS«0. 1076
S A O A C A P ( l i l ) 1077
DO 6 N - l t N G A M 1078
NP-N+l 1079









DO 7 N « l t N F 1089
EN-EN+1. 1090








ALTP»SAS*.25*XP*«3.*X-1. »*« GAMA W( i» +GAMAH2 ( 1 1 ) 1099
ALTH-ATAPtlt 1 > *ACAP 21 I, 1 1 1100
IF( ISEP.EO.O) GO T3 10 1101
DEADL-XATT-XSEP ~ " 1102
CALL S I G F < X , U S I G , X S E P , X A T T , B C A P , N S I G , D E A D L , R D T » 1103
GE.rrr~GO"ro"~nj" 1104
I F I X . L T . X A T T I GO TO 10 1105
ALTpgTtrTP »( < i.*3.»XATT-3.»RDT -».»X)»SUK HUfcAOt*KH7tX-XATT*RTmi/t 1106




ALTM«.5*SIGN*ALTM-UINF*CR*( l .+X+X*XI*ST 1110
DEN*XP+RDBB/2 . "\ . 1 11 1
COP=SQRT( X P / D E N ) \ 1112
COH-SQRTIXWADOT) l 1113
9T=COP*(UT*ALTP)*COM*ALTM * : - . £ • - ' UH
QN-UN-.5*SAC+ GAHSUH(X,T ;AHA(J ,XIH,NWAKE)-UINF»SIGN«(CR*SINT + ST2 1115
1) . 1116




SUBROJT1NE S IGF(X ,USIG,XSEPtXATT,BCAP,NSIGtDEADL,ROT)
DIMENSION BCAP(100,3) ' ' , ' ' „ : ' '. ".. ' . ' '.' '
IFU.LE.XSEP .OR. X.GE.XATTI GO TO 40
COSB={2 . *X -XATT-XSEPJ /OEAOL
B E T A = A R C O S ( C O S B )
ANGLE=0. . .
SUMC=0.
DO 10 v l=2tNSIG
ANGLE=ANGLE+BETA . ,. . . . . . . , .
10 ' SUMC=SUMOBCAP(N f l ) *COS(ANGLE )" " '' ' ./" ,
JSIG= .5*(SU1C-BCAP( It 1)»
'RETURN
40 XBAR=(2. *X-XATT-XSEP) /DEADL




•SUMANO=SUMAND*FACTOR , . , . . . „ , . '
4 5 • - • SUM=SJM*BCAP{N; i )*SUHAND • ' r ' : ' ' . " " " '
i USIG= SUM*.5*BCAP(1, ;1)*( SQRT«(X-XSEP»/ {X -XAfT*RO.T) ) - l . )
RETURN ' ' , , , " ,






















FUNCTION GAHSUMtX.GAMAWt X T W . N W A K E )
DIMENSION GAMAW< 1000), X I W I 1000)





OL=XIr f (J)-X ' ,
5 SUM*SOM+(GA«AWCjr»-tGA«AirtXI-GAHAWtJPl>»ffL/(XIWIJPJ-XIW(J),)>*ALOG<




• !F< ARG.LE.O.) ARtS-l. . . - ' " . . <
XP=1.*< 5 L " , . . . : ' . .'-
AP»XP . . . >
IHAP.LE.O.) AP=1.
0 2 = X I W ( 2 ) - X . " ,
GAMSU«»SJM+XM*(GAMAW{ 1) -GAMAW(2))*ALOG«D2/ARG)/ (XIW(2) -1 . ) .
1 +.25*GAMAM( D*l




























*SUBROUTINE W ASH2< VZ ,XGAM, NGAM ,CR, THICK,NF.AC.AP.GAMl , I SEP tDELP I , , 1166
1 X t 2 > . .
 1167
, , DIMENSION VZ|30) ,XGAM( 30),.THICM2A,),ACAP(30;3),SN(30) ,CS(30) 1168
D A T A . NTOt /3/ ' • - - , • - " 1169
NTOP=NGAM . . . . . . - . , ' . - . . . • i . • . • ', --' 1170
IF( ISEP.EQ.l) NTOP=NTOT . ; .. U7i
V Z ( 1 ) = DELPI*( .806853+ALOGUI2-1.)) , 1172
NGP1=NGAM*1. , ,. . , .... - ,. - • .. ,. . . ? : . - . , 1173
S IGN-l. ' . . - . : . . - , > . , • • • • . : - . . : • • . H 7 A
SUM=0. ) =1175
, 00 5 N=1,NF . . •• ... } . - , - . • . •
 1176
' SIGN=-SIGN ' • • 1 1 7 7
5 SUM=SUM+SIGN*N*THICMN1 - . . - • - • 1173
. FACT=2.*<CR+2.*SU1) - .
 ; j 1179
SUM=0. - ;. • .i 1160
, '' SIGN=1. . ' : v f' 1181
V DO 6 N=1,NTDP • • • i. • . '- \ ; : - ' U82
SIGN=-SIGN .. H83
6 SUM=SIM+S IGN*N*ACAP(N + 1, 1) . :!- 1184
Y Z < N G P 1 ) = 2.*CR*(SUM+ACAP.<1, 1)) *OELPI * «XI2* I.I *ALOG< ( XI2*1. ) *.5)/ 1185
11X12-1.)-l.5) ' " , ,1186
VZ(NGP1)=VZ(NGP1I+FACT*ACAP(1,1) : 1187
10 NSUM=NGAM . - • * nea
IFINF.GT .NGAM) NSUM=NF « .- . . . - . - . ' . 1189
. DO 50 M = 2,NGAH •.- ' • H9Q
COST=XGAM(M) 1191
T MET A=ARCOS( COST 1 , * 7 1192
DO 15 «J = 1,NSUM . 1193
ANGLE=M*THETA . . . 1194
SN(N) = S IN (ANGLE) , 1195
15 C S ( N ) = C O S < A N G L E ) , 1196
SINT=SN« 1) •• , . 1197
, COTT=C3ST/SINT~ 1198
ST = 0. ... . ; 1199
STPR=0. 1200
SA=0. , , 1201
SAPR=0. 1202-
DO 16 N=1,NF 1203
ST=ST*THICKIN)*SN(N) 120A
16 STPR=STPR*THICK(N)* (COTT*SN(N)+N*CS(N) ) 1205







FACT2=CR*<l . -COST)+SINT*ST 1213
TERMl=ACAPl 1, l)*t l.-COST)+SII«rT*(H*SA) 1214
TERM2=ACAP<1,1)+COTT*(H*SA)+HPR + SAPR 1215
40 XP=1.+COST 1216
XH=1.-COST 1217
50 VZ(M)=FACTl*TERMl+FACT2*TERH2*Dtci-i»i i. a»i,OST«-. 25*1 l.-3.*COST ) *XP» 1218




*SUBROurINE UNPOP<NGPl ,AR,ALAM,AFACT,RMAT,CMAT,XGAM,AS,MX,NZ,XC, 1222
1 UE,NDIMC,AFAC2,AR2) 1223
{COMMON /LOADS/ CR,CRHAT,THICKr24T*THATT24),NF,ACAP(30,3)tACAP2{30, 1224
13»,NGAM,GAMAW( 1000»,GAMAW2(1000),XIW(1000),NWAKE,XSEP,XATT,bCAP(10 1225
10,3) ,NSIG,ROBB,AA,BB,AKK,SS,SSLAM,2StUT,UN,UINf.XSIGIIOO) .XSIGAUO 1226
10),XSIGfl{100),NSIGA,NSIGB,DXI 1227
.DIMENSION V Z ( 3 0 J , A R 2 ( 3 0 ) 1228
DIMENSION AR(30),ALAM(30),XGAM(30),ASI30,30),XCC300),UEI300,3) 1229
DOUBLE PRECISION RMATC130),CHAT(NDIMC,NDIMC) 1230
DO 5 M*l,NGPl 1231
SUB=AR(M)-ALAH(M)*AFACT/3. 1232
RMAT(M)=SUB 1233
CMAT(M, 1)-1. • . , . . .
 1234
C M A T ( M , 2 ) - X G A M « M ) 1235
DO 5 N=2,NGAM 1236
5 CMAT(M,N+1)*AS(M,N) 1237
CALL ALSOHNGPlt CMAT, RHAT, NDIMC) 1238
DO 10 NMtNGPi 1239
10 ACAP(N. l )=RMAT(N) 1240
CALL *ASH2(VZ,XGAM,NGAM,CR,THICK,NFiACAP.O.tO.O.,2.) 1241
DO 16 * -1, NT5PI 12*2
CMAT(Mi1) » 1. 1243
CMAT(M,2) - XGAH(M) 1244
RMAT(M)» VZ(HI -ALAM(M)*AFAC2/3.*AR2(M» 1245
DO 16 H * 3, NGP1 1246
16 CMAKM, Nl ~ AS(N» N-l) 1247
CALL ALSmiNGPTrTFTATl KWATi NDTflCI 1248
DO 17 H-1.NGP1 1249
17 ACAP2CM,i)«RH*TrH) 1250
G A M A W ( 1)»0. 1251
GAMAW2(1)*0. 1252









SUBROUT INE PRIMESICP.TP,THETA,CR,THICK,CAMBRtNF ) 1261























*SUBROUTINE ATTPR{ PREC. ASZ.A S. AR ,CMAT,RMA,TiNG PI » AR2 ,NDIMC,XGAM,UTU , 12B4
1 PRECS I - • - ' • • • .- . 1285
COMMON /LOADS/ CR.CRHAT,THICKt241.THAT<24) ,NF.ACAP130t31 tACAP2130t 1286
13) ,NGAM,GAMAW« 1000).GAMAW2I 1000) ,XIW(1000) ,NWAKE,XSEP,XATT.BCAPI10 1287
.10, 3 ) f N S IGtRDBBiAA.BB.AKKt SStSSLAMtZS,UTiUN,UINF,XSIGUOO) ,XSIGAUO 1288
. .10),KSIGB(100I,NSIGA,NSIGB,OXI 1289
DIMENSION X G A M ( 3 0 ) f A S Z ( 30) ,A S( 30 .30) .ARI30) t VZ (30) .AR2 (30 ) 1290
. DOUBLE PRECISIOM RHATC130 ) , C MAT(NDI MC ,NDI MC» 1291
. DATA PI /3.14159/ 1292
SAvE=XSIGiNSIG+l) -, . 1293
?• XATS=XSIGAINSIGA*1) 1294
IF(SAVE.LT .XATS) GO TO 20 1295
PREC=PRECS*C l.-SAVE)/! l.-XATS) 1296
RETURN . . - - • • ' • • - • • 1297
20 DO 50 H=1,NGP1 • . .1298
CMATtM, 1) = ASZ(M) 1299
RMAT(M)=AR(MJ f 1300
DO 25 NMtNGAM
 ; • . • ' 1301
25 CMAT(M.N*U=AS(H.M) i 1302
50- CONTINUE - • . • • ' . * . -. . ' - . . . • - - , . , ' ; - '- . • - '1303
CALL ALSOLmCPir CTTrrRHAT, NDTHCr 1304
DO 75 H=1,NGP1 1305
75 ACAPJM,1)*RMAT(M) 1306




CALL HASH2(VZ,XGAM,NGAH,CR,THICK,NF,ACAP,GAMAW(1I,0,DELPI,XIU(2) i 1311
DO 60 M = I, NGPT 1312
CMATIM, 1) * ASZIM) 1313
RMAT(M)= VZtMT*AR2(Hl 1314
DO 60 N * 2, NGP1 1315
60 CMATCHf NJ"* TTSrK7~H-T) 1316
CALL ALSOL(NGPlt CHAT, RHAT, NO IMC 1 1317
DO 65 M=1,NGP1 1318
65 ACAP2CM,1 )»RMAT(M) 1319






*SUBROUTINE TAYLOfU XSEP ,UE ,XC , X, NZ ,MX» 1325
DIMENSION UE l300 ,3 ) ,XC(300) .X t300 ) ,, . ,• , : ! ' :i326
00 3 M = N Z f M X " ' • / . " . " . , . . , . . .-,., , . , . , .-1327
' I F ( X S E P . L T . X C ( M ) I GO TO 4 ' : \ " - , "l328




XSTOP = X ( M S ) I . . : : 1332
XBSEP = X S T O P + (XSEP-XC[MSn*JXrHT-XSTOP) /JXC(M)-XC(MS») - 1333
QMAX = 0. ; •> 1334
DO 5 M=NZ,MS ; • - . . . . : 1335
IF(UE(H, 1) .LT.QMAX) GO TO 5 ; i '1336
QMAX=UEIM,1) , , . . • • • : . . . . - • ; . • 1337
MQMAX = 1 , .. 1338
5 CONTINUE - . . . • 1339
SMAX = 0. ... , •' 1340
DO 6 M=MQMAX,HS , - ' - . • . \ ' > . . • - . ' :':, 1341
MP=M*1 ' . 1342
S L O P E = ( U E t M , 1 ) -UE(MP,1) ) / (X(MP)-XJH) I . . . 1343
IF(SLOPE.LT.SMAXI GO TO 6 .. , , : 1344
SMAX= SLOPE ' . , .; 1345
MSMAX = 1 ... , i • - - . , : • ' • , 1346
6 CONTINJE - : . -: • 1347
IF(MSMAX.LT .MS) GO TO 61 f 1348
HRITE(6 ,85 ) X C ( H S ) 1349
85 FORMATJ / / IOX, 'POSIT ION OF MAX SLOPE DOWNSTREAM OF X =',£13.5,' SO 1350
1NO S H O D T H I N G N E E O E D » ) , 1351
RETURN 1352
61 MSH=MS-1 , 1353
DO 7 M=MSMAX,MSM 1354
SLOPS=SLOPF 1355
MP=M«-1 . . ' 1356
SLOPED uecrt iT-uECHP.Tjr/rxiwpr-xTHn 1357
TLAM=( JE(M,1) -QSEP) / (XSTOP-XIM) ) 1358
IF(TLA^.GT.SLOPE1GO TO 8 1359
7 CONTINJE ' 1360
HRITEI6.88) , 1361
88 FORMAT! / /10X,«SLOPE MONOTONIC - NO SMOOTHING NEEDED') 1362










DO 9 M=KPP,MS 1373
X I = X ( M ) - X K P . 1374
9 UElirtrr=QSEP+<QDIFF+B«XI )»M.-X1/X1S)*»2 1375
W R I T E « 6 f 9 9 ) X C ( K P ) t X C I M S ) 13:76















X S = X S I G I 1 )
X Z - X S I G ( N S I G * U
I F I X Z - 1 . ) 16.16,1
BCAP(2,li
N S I G H = NSIG-I
DEAOL2= DEADL / 2.
YMAXM.E-10
Y= PI * OEAOL2 *< BCAPdtl
DO 30 J* 2,1001
T= PI/1000. * (J-l)
YX= 8CA1»<-lyl)-*1--Pt-T
1 + .5 * BCAP(2,1I *( PI -t -.5* SIN(T*2. ) )
00 31 I- 2, NSIGM
B SUM ~» BCAPt I *"ti
1 - S I N C (1*1) *TI/(1*1)
IF« YX .GT. YMAXI YMAX*YX
C3NT1NOE
ELD»Y/YMAX
IF( ABSC ELOJ^UTNF^ 2tr»20»i2




C O N T I N U E








































' . ' • . " * •
SUBROUTINE REATT(UC,V,X, Y,MX, NY, RY, DRY, UE/X5,DEL5,MST,REB), 1414
DIMENSION UC( 100.3). V< 100, 21, YI100) 1415
DIMENSION xrsoor.uEr 30 orsr ; 1416
DIMENSION TABU 2*) ,TAB2<24) , TAB3(24) ,TAB*(2*) ,XITAB(2*) 1417
DATA TAB1 /2*. 98. 23.29,21 . 0*, 19.33, 17.61 ,15.29 ,13.*6,U.5*, 10.36»9 1418
1. 38, 8. 35, 7. 32, 6. 29,5. 31, 4. 4, 3. 57, 2. 22, 1.26, .66, .31, .14,. 01, O.,0./ 1419
DATA TAB2 /20 .05, 18.85, 17.25, 16. 04, 14. 8,13. 12 ,1 1. 77 , 10. 3 ,9 .36 ,8 .65 .1420
1, 7. 95, 7. 2, 6. *3, 5. 66, 4. 9, 4. 18, 2. 89, 1.86, 1.11, .62 ,.32 ,.04.0., O*/ ,. 1421
DATA TAB3 / 16.65, 15. 8, IT. 67, 13. 8, 12.91 , 11. 66, 10.65 , 9.48 ,8 .71 ,8 . 1 1 , 1422
17.59,7.01,6.41,5.77, 5. 13, 4. 5, 3. 31, 2. 28, 1.48, .9, .51, .09, .01,0. / 1423
DATA TAB* / 10 . 12, 10.05, 9. 93, 9. 78, 9. 58 ,9. 17 ,8. 72 ,8. 08 ,7.6 ,7.2 .6.85 , 1424
16. 53, 6. 18, 5. 79, 5. 36, 4. 91, 3. 98, 3. 05, 2. 21, 1.5, ,95, .22, .03, 0.7 1425
DATA X I T A B / .0001, .0002, . 0005 ,. 001 , . 002 ,. 005 ,. 01 ,. 02 ,.03 , .04 , .05, . 1426
106,.07, .08..09, .1, .12, .14,.16,.18,.2,.25,.3,.35/ , ' 1427
3 FORMATC///40X.23HAT ftEATTACHHENT, BETA =E13.5) 1428
MOUT*6 ' ' ; 1429
' RTR«SQRT(REB) !, 1*30
U C ( 1 , 2 ) = 0 . U31
UC(1,3)»0. 1432
V ( l , l ) - 0 . ' 1433
V t 1,2)*0. • ' • ' ' 1*34
DO 5 H»1,MX "• 1*35
mX5-X(H») * t*t5 , , . , . 1*36
* MST=M«-2 ' " • • ' • ' • •* : - . • . ' '':^- ;'.' " '1*37-
GO TO 6 • ' • ' ' • 1*38
5 CONTINUE 1*39
6 XA»X«MST-21 1**0
XB-X(MST- l ) 1**1
UA«UE(HST-2, 1) 1**2
'U8-UE(»1ST-1, II -,' ' 1**3
ZA-ALOG(UA*DEL5*REB) '' 1*4*
PGRAD»2.*(UA-UB)/((UAtUB)*CXB-XA)) . ..... . 1**5
BETH2=r.09T4^5QRTTOEt5»PG^«Dt)7(i.b2*9*iOO*56<5*ZAr . 1**6
IF(BET>12-1.1 8,7,7 ..... . .., %. 1**7
7 BETM2=1. ' ^ •" ' " '" '""" : ' ; 1**8
GO TO 10 ^! ;- 14*9
8 IF(BET><2-.3I 9,9,10 . 14-50
9 BETM2=.3 , 1451










DELB=EKPtZBT/rUB*REBT , . * . ' 1462
- - G AM Be AGAM-6GAM*Z B ---- • - - • _ . - -- 1*63
1*8*
11 IFCDELL-YJNY-3) ) 14,12,12 1465
12 RY*RY+DRY 1466














































00 75 M » 2 , N Y
X I « Y C N ) * X I C O
I F ( X I - . 35) 20,19,19
UC(N,t)-OEDC€
GO TO 75
CACt "TERPFIXI, INDEx,TAB i,TA62,TAB3,TAB<», XI TA8»FPTT
INOP1=INOEX*1
CALL r€ffPF(XI,lNDPl,TABl,TAB2.TAB3.TAB»,XITAg,F P2 )
FP-TERP1*FPI»TERPB*FP2
UC(Nj'L~t*UEDG£+( 1






GO f 0-50 —
00 60 K-2,3
00 60 N






























































V(N,l)=V(N-l t1)-(Y(N)-Y(N-1))*(DUDXP+DUDXJ ' • • 1524





*SUBROUTINE ELPITI ALPH1,ALPH2»EHI ,TORF ,THETZ ,WNF ,0X1 ,CMPA,CHPAS I 1529












*SUBROUTINE V W A S H C BAR G, Hf S ,N VDR f XI ,UI NF t VZI P,XGA*,NG PI tDXI) 1541
DIMENSION V Z I P ( 3 0 ) f X G A M 1 3 0 ) 1542
00 10 N = l i N G P l 1543
D : IFF=XGAM<N)-X1 • - 1544
"
:SUM=0. 1545
•' DO 5 K=1,NVOR 1546
SUM=SlH+DIFF/( DIFF*DIFF*H) 1547
5 DIFF=DIFF-S 1548
1 0 V7TP(N)=VZ IP (N) *SUM*BARG . . . - ' • - . • . , , - • , - -1549
RETURN • - . . . . _ . . - . , • • • 1550
, END 1551
84.
• ; - . • I ' - . . - ' - - - ; - - ' - . - - - *
SUBROUTINE WASH(XGAM,NGAM,fIME,A'LPHl,ALPH2.HEAVE,ARCT,FRECF,PHIH,U ,1552
11NF,CA<1BR,NF,VZIP,MOTR,INOV) 1553
, DIMENSION XGAMr30),VZIPr3DT,CAHBR(24) 1554
NGPl = NGAM+1 1555
ANGLE = FREQFrrilTE , 1556
GO TO (108t l20) i INOV . : • ; - . . - 1557
108 ..GO TO ( HO,120)tHOTR ' . : 1558
110 CONST =-ALPH2*CQSUNGLE)*UlNF+HEAVE*COS(ANGLE+PHIHJ«-ALPHl*UINF . 1559
FACT =-ALPN2*FREQTr*SINlANGLET*Uimr 1560
- GO TO 130 1561
120 CONST=JINF*ALPK1*HEAVE 1562
FACT=-J1NF*ALPH2 1563
130 DO 10 H=liNGPl 1564
X=XGAMIM) 1565
THETA = ARCtrx) 1566
SUM=0. 1567
COUNT=0. 1568




2 IF(NGPi-MJ 3,4,3 1573
4 SUM = SUM * SUM 1574
GO TO 50 1575
3 COUNT * 0. 1576
COTT = X/SINCTHETA) 1577
DO 30 fi=UWF" 1578
COUNT * COUNT*THETA 1579
30 SUM=SUH*COTT»C*H8RrWT*SIN(COUNTi 1580
50 VZ IP(M) = UINF*SUM+CONST+FACT*IAROT-XJ 1581





SUBROUTINE M IXER(FPRES.PREC,UINF,UDOT,THICK,NF,XBSIG.NSIG»I NOT,DEL 1585
11»THET1,REB,USER,X4,CP4,RDBB) . 1586
DIMENSION FPRES(,100>,THICM24J,XBSIG(100) , ., .1587
FCAPU)=-19.556«X+107.535*X*X-336.33*X**3*508.l*X**4-295.96*X**5 ".' ' 1588
LimX) = -.46532*X*.68425*X*X-.45293*X**3+.6592*X**4 1589
UI2(XI=-.045929*X-1.91615*X*X+2.91843*X**3-5.42125*X**4 " 1590
CR=SQRT(RDBB) /4 . . 1 5 9 1
DIST= .5 *<XBSIG<2) -XBSIG(U) 1592
X S E P = X B S I G ( 1 J - D I S T . . ' , ' ' i593
XATT=XBSIG(NSIG)*Q iST . . 1594c • • . . . . , - .
 1595
C IF INDT IS NONZERO, THE BOUNDARY LAYER IS TURBULENT . 1596
C A T SEPARATION. \ . . ' - ' . ' . 1597
C ' < " ' . ' . , . . 1598
CALL H4X4IINDT,XSEP,DELl,THETl,XATT,REB,USEP,X3.H3,X4fH4) < 1599
IF(XSEP-1.) 24,25,25 , 1600
2,5 CP4=0. i :- 1601
GO TO 27 1602
24 URAT=EXP{-.08712-UIlCH4)-.24723*r.3255+UI2{H4)) J , 1603
CP4=l.-(l.-PREC)/URAT**2 1604
DEAOL=XATT-XSEP , 1605
IF(OEADL-2.), 5,6,6 i . 1606
5 G=< .5*DEADL)**2 ' 1607
GO TO 7 - 1608
6 G=l. ' . , . . . • 1609
7 CP4=PREC*(CP4-PREC)*( l.-G*XSEP) 1610
27 CONTINJE 1611
C P 4 L I N = 2 . * ( l . -SQRT(l . -CP4|) , 1612
PRLIN = 2.*(l.- SQRTd.-PREU) 1613
COEF= ( PRLIN-CP4LINI/ <XATT- X4I 1614
CZs=2.*JDOT/UINF , , •' \ , 1615
C2 = -2.*UINF , ' .. r ' 1616
DO 20 M=1,NSIG : 1617
SUM=0. 1618
X=XBSIG(M) 1619
IF tX-1 . ) 2,2,3 1620
2 THETA = ARCTIX1 . .. 1621
COST=COS(THETA) , 1622
. S INT=SIN(THETA1 ••, . ,. 1623
COUNT=0. f 1624
DO 10 N = I , N F f^ . , . 1625
COUNT=COUNT*1. . ,^ 1626
ANGLE=COUNT*THETA 1627
10 . SUM=SUM*THICKJN)*CCDUNT*SINT*SIN(ANGLE)-2.*COST*COS(ANGLE!1 1628
, SUM=-4.*UIIWr*TSUW*CR^HlV=2V*tXTSTT'. 1629
GO TO 35 /' 1630
3 SOSS=SORT(X*X-1.) ^ , 1631
XRAO=1. / (X*SQSS) ^' . . ' " . ' ' , . ' . . 1632
COUNT = 1. :>'"' ' ' ." ' ' ,' ..'.. .-, , ' • - • - . 1633
FACT=XRAD ^ " i ' 'L _ _ _ ' 163*
















*SUBROUT INE SECT(XU, YU,XL,YL,NOFF,NF,RDBC,ST,SC) 1649
C PROGRAM TO COMPUTE C3EFFICIENTS TN AND CN OF THE FOURIER SERIES 1650
c REPRESENTATION OF SECTION THICKNESS AND CAMBER DISTRIBUTIONS. i65i
DIMENSION XU< 30) ,YU(30),XU30I , YL130) ,YUC<30) ,YIC(30) ,ST(24) ,SC<24 1652
1 ) , D U M ( 5 0 ) , T B A R < 5 0 ) , C B A R ( 50) , 1653
11 FORMATl 1H1,4X,6HRDBC =E13.5/4X,7HRCDBC =E13.5) " 1654
12 FORMAT! / / / /47X,26HINPUT AND COMPUTED OFFSETS/) 1655
13 FORMATl 19X.4HXI/C, 12X.4HYU/C, 11 X, 5HYUC/C ,20X,4HX1 XC ,12 X,4HYL/C,l IX 1656
U5HYLC/C/) 1657
14 FnRMAT(8X,3F16.5, 8X,3F16.5) 1658
NA=6 1659









DO 89 K=1,NTC 1669
THETA=THETA+DELT 1670
Xl=.5*(l.+COS(THETA)r 1671
00 90 LAM=2.NOFF 1672
I F C X l - X U ( L A M ) ) 110,90,90 . 1673
110 YUINT=YU(LAM-1)*(X1-XU(LAM-1))* IYUlLAMJ-YUtLAM-1j) / (XU(LAM»-XU(LAM 1674
1-in 1675
GO TO 111 1676
90 CONTINJE 1677
111 DO 80 LAM=2,NOFF 1678
IF(X1-XL(LAMH 210,80,80 1679
210 YLINT=YL»LAM-1)+(X1-XL(LAM-1))*{YL(LAM)-YL(LAM-1IM (XL ( tAM) -XL (LA^ 1680
1-1)1 1681










DO 39 I=2,NSIMP 1692
SAVT1 = SAVT2- 1693
SAVC1=SAVC2 1694
S A V T 2 = T B A R ( I ) 1695
S A V C 2 = C 8 A R ( I ) 1696
TBAR< I) = CSAVTl*SAVT2+TBAR(I*H)/3. 1697
39 •CBARC_I)=JSAyCltSAVC_2«CBAR(I* in/3._ 1698
TTA=TBAR(NAH 1699





TBB=TAA*DELT . . .
TCC=TBB+DELT , ' ' . . . . ' ' " . ' .
X A = . 5 * C O S < T A A ) .
XB=.5*COSCTB«t . . . ;/ ' , - . " •
XC=.5*COS(TCC)




. DO 456 I*2,NA~ .....
THErA=rHETA+DELT
COST=caS{THETA)~
TBAR( I )= (SQRTt U-COST ) /< l.-CO SB »**1.5)» ( TTB* ( 1. +GOST-2. *COSB) /. 1 1 »-
lCOSBJ+.5»SLOPE*1COST-Ct)SB»:






TBB=TAA-DELT .. , , .
TCC=TBB-O€tT
















T MET A*T HETA *0ECT-
SINT=SIN(THETA)
T BARt I »H T&ARi^-H€OEF»SlNT»< 1 .COSITHETAi >
DO 459 T*2VKS1HP
THETA=THETA*DELT
459 CBARI I ) 'CBARTTJrStl'ltTWETA
00 59 K»t-f"Nf
R K K » R K K + 1 .
777
DO 777 I - l t N I N T


























































CALL S IMP(NSIMP,DELT ,DUM,VARY) 1758
S T ( K ) = 2 . * V A R Y / P I 1759
THETA = D. 1760
DO 888 I=1,NINT 1761
DUM( I )=CBAR( I ) *S IN(THETA*RKK) 1762
888 THETA=THETA+DELT 1763
CALL SIMP<NSIMP,DELTiOUM,VARY) 1764
59 S C ( K ) = 2 . * V A R Y / P I 1765
DO 969 I=1,NOFF 1766
X = XIMI» 1767
CALL EVAL(NF,X,SC,ST,CB,TB,COEF) 1768
969 XUC<I )=CB+TB 1769
DO 869 I=1,NOFF 1770
X = XL( I) 1771
CALL Et /AL(NF,X, SC,ST,CBt TB,CDEF) 1772
869 YLC<I )=CB-TB 1773
RSAV=RDBC 1774
WRITE(MOUT, l l ) RSAV,RDBC 1775
WRITE(*10UT, 121 1T76
W R I T E ( M O U T , 1 3 ) 1777




SUBROUTINE EVAL( NNF, XX, SSC, SST.CCB ,TTB ,COEF 1




304 T A N T = S Q R T < I. /COSTS- 1.)
T H E * A T A N I T A N T )
GO TO 305
303 THE=1.5T08






A R G = A R G « T H E
S U M l « S U M l + S S C t N ) * S I N ( A R G )
551 S U M 2 = S U M 2 * S S T ( N ) * S I N ( A R G )
S I N T = S 1 N ( T H € >
CCB*SUH1*SINT


























*SUBROUTINE ALSOLiNTt C, R, NDIMC) '' .' ' " ! 1804
DOUBLE PRECISION C (NO IMC
 (NOI MC ) t RU30I ? ..1803
DOUBLE PRECISION CMK.SAVFi SUIT ~" "* ., ."'1806
NT1 * ST-1 1807
DO 99 J»1,NT1 1808
CMAX « C (NT tJ ) 1809
L = N T 1810
DO 10 I'JtNTl 1811
IF (DABS(CMAX) -DABS(C( I.JU) 5,10,10 1812
5 CMAX * C< I,J) 1813
L=I 1814
10 CONTINJE 1815
DO 15 JJ*J,NT 1816
S A V E = C(L.JJ) 1817
C(L.JJ) * CfJ.JJI 1818
15 C(J,JJ) - SAVE/CMAX 1819
S A V E » R ( L ) 1820
R ( L ) =• R ( J ) 1821
R(J ) " SAVE/CMAX 1822
JP1 « J+i 1823
00 25 r-JPliHT 1824
DO 20 JJ-JP1.NT 1825
20 C( I,JJ) - CU.JJ) - CU,J)*C( J,JJ) 1826
25 R( I ) = R ( I ) - R(J)*C( I ,J» 1827
99 CONTINUE 1828
RINT) » R(NT)/CINT,NTI 1829
DO 150 K»I,NTr — 1830
I-NT-K ' 1831
IP1 « 1*1 1832
SUM « 3. 1833
DO 125 J-IP It NT" 1834
125 SUM » SUM * R(J)*C(I,J) 1835




*FUNCTION GAMKACAP.DXI .P l ) 1839
DIMENSION AC API 30, 3) 1840




• • . . . - • . . • *
SUBROUTINE EGAM11NU,NG,A,B,XSEP•XATT.GAMMA,Y,G1J . 1845
DIMENSION AC 30,3) 1846
SINT=SQRT(1 . -Y*Y) 1847
T H E T A = A R C T ( Y ) . . . , 1848
SUM=0. - . • . 1849
•COUNT=1. 1850
00 6 N=2f NG ' •- . .. 1851
COUNT=COUNT+1. 1852
6 SUM=SU^*A(N + l,NU)*ISINJ<COUNT+l.)*THETA>/(COUNT*!.J-SlNUCOUhT-li) 1853
l*THETAI/(COUNT-1.1) 1854
GI = J3.14l59-THETA*SINT)*(All ,NU)*.5»A(2fNU))i-.5*SUM-.25*GAMMA*(l.* 1855
iY)*S!NT*SINT , 1856
I F ( Y - X A T T ) 8,8,7 1857
7 DIFF=l.-XATT 1858
IFJOIFF-l.E-6) 8,8,9 , 1859
9 , GI=GI*2.*B*OIFF**(-1.5)*SQRT((XATT-XSEP»*(1.-Yl*(Y-XATTII L860
8 CQNTINJE 1861
















U IllX )=-.46532*X*. 68425* X*X-.45293*X**3+.6592*X**4
UI2<X)=-.045929*X-1.91615*X*X+2.91843*X**3-5.42125*X**4
F D E L T < X ) = EXP<2.5773-.34252*X-.4379*X*X-.076511*X**3-. 0039707 *X**4 I




FQRMAT( IHI|44X,31HANALYSIS OF LEAOING-EOGE BUBBLE// / /34X, IHX , 19X , 1
lHUtl9X, lHHtl8X,4HDrSP/)
















DCP»trr*ai»n .-UR AI »»2T
DPAT=EXP<-2. 24374-FCAP(H4J*. 24723*12. 0214*DE LI (H4) ) I
DO 7 M»NZ tMX







HRITE(MOUT t30) X 1, Ult Hl.DEL 1
WRITE (HOtfTj^Ot X4tUltH4tPEt4























































SUBROUTINE YSET( Rf A, NY ,Y )
DIMENSION Y( 100)
RP1=1.*R
Y ( 2 ) * A
DO 10 '
Y ( N >-R
RETURN
END




























FAICH( Xl = EXPt-3.7481*.038772*X+.41967*X*X+.071046*X**3+.0032162*X*
1*4»
FORMATl//20X,54HA SOLUTION FOR X4 COULD NOT BE OBTAINED IN 1000 TP
HALS) ;
MOUT=6 ' •'










D EL 3= . 58*FDgrTTARGI»DELl











ALT ER=X 5-Coeis2*t1r.^ rtt*
IGO=IG3*1
IR X4- AL TERI 4ir50T*r
IF ( IGO-IOOO) 95,61,61






I F ( X4- AL rER r -52T50T5T
IF( IGO-1000) 43,61,61


































































DO 5 N=l,NSPl 1983
XSIG«N)=A-B*COSC ARG) 1984
ARG=ARG+ANGLE






IF(ABS(X)- l .E-6) 1,2,2
1 ARCT=.5*PI
GO TO 6
2 IF(X«-. 99999) 3, 4, A
3 ARCT=PI
GO TO 6
4 A R C T = A T A N ( S Q R T < l . -X*XJ/X)
I F ( A R C T ) 5,6,6



















*SUBROUTINE SCAUSBL,NSBL,FRZ,ARR.RDBB) . 2002
' DIMENSION SBL(300) 2003
D6LZ=FRZ*RDBB 2004
EN=ARR/FRZ . ' 2005
DO 5 N=1,300 2006
IF(EN-N) 4,4,5 2007
4 NE=N . . ., . . 2008
GO TO 6 , - •
 20Q9
5 CONTINJE . - .- . . . . y , • 2010
(,'' NG=NSBL-NE . . , 201I
EN=FLOAT(NGI ,- 2012
NGM1=NG-1 . 2013
SBL<1I = 0. t 2014
00 7 N=2,NE . ; • ? , 2015
7 SBL(N) = SBUN-1)+DELZ 2016
FPACT=2.2/OELZ ( 2017
-FRAC1=FRACT-1. 2018
R=FRACf**( l./FLQAT(NGMl|) . . . V 20^
8 ' v SAVE=R 2020
R=R-(R**NG-FRACT*R+FRAC1)/(EN*R**NGH1-FRACT) , . , 2021
IF( ABS(SAV€^R)*-ri-e-*»-»f-9f"8 , , . 2022
9 RP1=R+1. 2023
" DO 10 N=NE,NSBL . , 2024
10 SBL(N*1)=RP1*SBL(N)-R*SBL(N-1) 2025
:
 ' RETURN . . 2026
END •' ' ~ . 2027
100
S U B R O U T I N E T ERPFJ X I , J , TAB 1, TAB2, TAB3 , TAB4, XI TAB ,FP)
D I M E N S I O N T A B 1 ( 2 4 ) , T A B 2 ( 2 4 ) . T A B 3 ( 2 4 ) , T A B 4 ( 2 4 ) , X I T A B ( 2 4 )
I F 1 X I - . 0 0 0 1 ) 2,2,10
2 GO TO I 3 ,4 ,5 ,6) ,J
3 FP=2 .53-2 .439*ALOG(XI)
GO TO 99






10 DO 12 N = l , 2 4
I F I X I - X I T A B ( N ) ) 11,11,12
11 N X = N
GO TO 13
12 CONTINUE













































*SUBROUTINE SIMP{NStDXtORD.FIND) , , 2058
DIMENSION O R D ( 5 0 » '2059
C INTEGRATION OF NS + I EQUALLY SPACED ORDINATE VALUES . , ,.^2060
C BY SIMPSON'S RULE. NS MUST BE EVEN * , - - < 2 0 6 1
SUM = 0. 2062
DO 88 I = 2 t N S , 2 >-. 2063
88 SUM = SUM + 2.*ORDII-LJ + 4.*ORDII) . ,
 ;, . . , «,. 206^
FIND = DX*(SUM - ORDJ1) * ORD <NS*1)) /3. :. , • 2065
RETURN . . . . . . • 2066







BOUNDARY LAYER COORDINATES AND CORRESPONDING CHORDAI/








XC FOR M -I5.32H DID NOT CONV
MM
X ( M )
DO 257
DIMENSION SBL(300) ,X1300) ,XC(300)
336 FORMATt // 10X, 31HITERAT ION TO COMPUTE
1ERGE IV 1000 STEPS.)
337 FORMAT! 1H1.2 5X , IHM, 20X , 1HS, 25 X, 1HX.24X.2HXC//)
338 FORMAT! 22X, I5t 3E25. 51
MOUT=6
MX = NSBL «• NZ - 1
RZERO = RDBB/2.
X C < N Z ) = -i.
DO 255 M=ltNZ
MM = NZ + 1 - M
X ( M ) = S B L C N Z J - SBUHMI
DO 256 M=NZ,MX




K " M * 1 - NZ
GO TO 334
K « NZ - M + 1
X C ( M ) * -1. + SBL (K )
IF(SBL«K)-RZ^RDT 3*1,341,342
X C ( M ) = -1. * SBL(K)**2/(4.*RZERO>
CONTINJE
DO 258 L=lt 1000
S A V E = X C ( M )
CALCl = SQRT( ( l .vXC(M) 1/RZERO)
CALC2 « SQRT(T.*(l.*Sf(nnn/RZEROr
X C ( M ) = X C ( M ) + C A L C l * ( S B L ( K ) - RZERO* (CALC 1*CALC2*ALOG (CALCL *CALC2 ))
1I/CALC2




































































• . : . ' *
SUBROUTINE -PGRADtMfX,UEfDXV,Pf tESS,SA, SB.SC,SR,SS) 2117
C . .. , , 2118
C SUBROUTINE FOR 'CALCTJLATION OF PRESSURE G R A D I E N T AND 2119
C D E R I V A T I V E C O E F F I C I E N T S . 2120
C ' • ' '" " ' "' ;' '. /' ' '' ''" : ' ' • ' . ' 2121
D I M E N S I O N X(300) ,U6(300 t3 ) ' " ' , - 2122
D 1 Z = X ( M * 1 ) - X ( M ) ' " 2123
• ' • • • •
2125
D 1 M 1 * X ( M * 1 ) - X « M - 1 ) ' • ' ' , ' 2126
D Z M l s X ( M ) - X ( H - U 2127
X I M = O I Z / « D 2 Z * D 2 1 ) 2128
ETAM=l. /OlZ- l . /D21 f 2129
Z E T A M = D 2 1 / « D 1 Z * D 2 Z ) \ 2130
PRESS » «3.»OE(W*lt l l -« .*OEtH*l t2)* : UEtH*l t3) l / i l2 .*pXI)*UE(M+l , r i*« 2131
1XIM*JE(M*2 , 1 ) + E T A H * U E ( M + 1 , 1 ) - Z E T A M * U E ( M , 1 ) » 2132
SA*1./D1Z + 1./D1NT , . - . . . - - • - 2133












SUBROUT INE TR ANS( UPRIM .PRESS, THETA,REB.,UC , NY, FLAM, XF'IAM ,<LAMCI:
SUBROUTINE TO TEST FOR TRANSITION IN A LAHINAR BQUNOARY LAYER:
DIMENSION UC(100,3) ,FLAM(10),XFLAMI10)
F ( X ) = .11746- 1.0582E-3*X - 1. 102:?F-4*X* X , : ... .' \ f ..
T K A Y = PRESS*REB*THETA**2/UCINY,2) , J :'
I F( TKAY- .077 ) 2,2,99 . ;• '. ' '
IF (ABS( TKAY)- .0001) 3,3,4 ...
ARC = TKAY*72 .48 • < ; >> < ,. • •
GO TO 5 ;. . \ .- j
4 ' A R C = 0 . • . ' • • ; - • • - . . • • • • • • • •
DO 6 N=l, 1000 \. . , • • , ' . : . ' - • • ; • •
' ' ' S A V E = ARG - -s • ;., . , : - •• >...'"•'
ARC = A R G - tARG«F(ARG)» ;*2-TKAYJ/.(F(ARGI»«.ll,746-ARG*3.1.746E-3 -. A
lRG*ARG*'5.5115E-4») , .' .. , ^ , , *< -, -
' IF (ABS« 1.-SAVE/AR61-1.E-6) 7,7,6 ' . ' , , : • • . '•«-
•6 CONTINJE . ,:-.'... . .. :it ,. -.:-...
7 I F( ARG* 11.) 8,8,5 - . , / , ' : -
8 EF = 1.75 „ . ..,..,
GO TO 10 / ' -! ..".-•.'
5 ' DO 15 M»l, 10 ,,r .••- ' • •
IF( ARG-XFLAMfN )» 24,24,15 -I.
24 NBAR = N
GO TO 16
15 CONTINJE
16 EF = FLAM(NBAR-1T*TARG-XFLAH(NBAR-1))»(FLAM(NBAR)-FLAM(NBAR-1))/IX
1FLAMINBAR)-XFLAMINBAR-1))
10 B = .5*EF
A = 3.36*<UPRIM/UCINY,2))**2
RTH - F(ARG)*<SQRT(B*B+9860.*A)-B) /A
IF(REB*THETA-RTHI 99,50,50









































S U B R O U T I N E C A P S J I T E R , N . C A P G . C A P H , C A P J , C A P K , S R ,SStSD,SE , S F , V I S C , V , U 2176
1C) 2177
D I M E N S I O N C A P G t 1 0 0 ) , C A P H ( 1 0 0 ) , C A P J U O O ) . C A P M 1 0 0 ) 2178
D I M E N S I O N V I S C ( 100, 2) , V( 100f 2 ), UC UOO , 3 ) , S D (100) ,SE U O O ) ,SF UOO ) 2179
I F ( I T E R ) 4,2,* 2180
C A P G < N ) = S R * V ( N , 1 ) - S S * V ( N , 2 ) r ' 2181
C A P H ( N ) = S R * V I S C ( N t 1J-SS* VISCt N, 21 - >•" - 2182
C A P J C N) = S R * ( S O ( N ) * V I S C ( N + 1 , 1 H - S E I N ) * V I S C IN tl )-SF (NJ *VI SCJ N-l » 1) )-S i ' 2183
1 S * I S O ( M ) * V I S C ( N * l t 2 ) * S E ( N ) * V I S C ( N t 2 ) - S F ( N ) * V I S C l N - l ,2) ) 2184
C A P K ( N ) = S R * U C J N , 2 ) - S S * U C ( N , 3 ) 2185
GO TO 6 • 2186
» = . 5 * ( C A P G « M ) * V ( N , U) '• 2187
) = . 5 * ( C A P H < N ) * V I S C ( N , 1 ) » 2188
C A P J ( N ) = . 5 * ( C A P J ( N ) * S D ( N ) * V I S C ( N * l , l ) + S E l N ) * V I S C ( N , l ) -SFt N) *V !SCl rN 2189
1-1,11) ' 2 1 9 0
C A P K ( N ) = . 5 * I C A P K ( N ) * U C ( N , I ) ) ' ' 2191
C O N T l S J f : ' - 2192
R E T U R N - • •: . ' 1 0 1
L N U ^ L •> <t
106
SUBROUTINE TERP( Y IN ,YBASE,VARY,NY .VALUE) ' • 2195
C ' 2 1 9 6
C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING INTERPOLATED VALUE OF THE 2197
C FUNCTION V A R Y AT Y = YIN. 2198
C 2199
DIMENSION YBASEI 100) , VAR YUOO) 2200
IF(Y IN-YBASE(NY-1) ) 2,3,3 2201
3 VALUE = V A R Y * NY) 2202
GO TO 10 2203
2 DO 15 N=1,NY 2204
I F ( Y I N - Y B A S E C N ) ) 24,24,15 2205
24 NBAR=N 2206
GO TO 16 2207















SUBROUTINE YD IFF I NY,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,DELTA,SO,SE,SF,C2,C3,C4,Y) 2220
DIMENSION ALPHAt100) t BETA 1100 > .GAMMA < 100) .OE LTAUOOI 2221
DIMENSION SD( 100),SE( 100).SFJ 100) .YUOOI 2222
NV=NY-2 2223
NVPl=N\/«-l 2224
DO 40 >J = 2.NV ' 2225
ALPHAm = 2.*(2.*Y<N)-Y(N-1)-YIN+1))/U Y « N + 2 ) - Y ( N - l ) ) * ( Y ( N + 2 ) - Y ( N 2226
l + l ) ) *U«N*2) -Y(Nm- 2227
D E L T A ) N ) = .2 . * (Y (N*2 ) *Y (N+1) -2 . *Y (N) ) / ( (Y (N*2 ) -Y (N-1 ) ) * (Y (N+ l ) -Y ( t f 2228
1-1) )* ( / lN)-Y(N- l»» 2229
B E T A ( N ) = ( DELTAIN)*1 YJN) -Y<N-1 )J * *3 -ALPHA{N) *< Y ( N * 2 ) - Y ( N ) » * * 3 ) / J Y 2230
l (N+l ) - f (N))**3 ' 2231
G A M M A J N ) = -ALPHA(N)-BETA(N»-DELTACN) ' 2232
CONTINJE 2233
DO 39 N=2,NVPi ' 2234
SD(N) = (Y (N ) -Y (N -1 ) ) / ( (Y (N+1 ) -Y (N -1 ) ) * (Y (N+1 ) -Y (N ) ) ) 2235
S E ( N ) = l . /(Y(N)-Y(N-l))- l . /( YO+1)-Y(N)) 2236
SPIN) = (Y IN* l ) -YJ \ j ) > / (CY tN) -Y«N- l » * (Y (N*n -Y (N- l ) ) ) 2237
CONTINJE 2238
C2 = Y( 3 ) * Y ( 4 ) / ( Y ( 2 ) * < Y t 3 » - Y ( 2 ) ) * ( Y ( 4 ) - Y < 2 ) ) J 2239
C3 = -Y t2»*YrA)n r i 3 ) * (Y«4 ) -Y t3 ) ) * (Y (3 ) -Y (2 ) J) 2240




• . • . . - - . ' - • . . • • . - • • *
- SUBROUTINE SETUP! LGO.M ,N V.REB ,X., Y ,UC , PRE SS.GRAD .DELT.DI SP ,THET A,V I, 2244
' ISC.MTRANI . 2245
C 2246
C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS, 2247
C DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS, MOMENTUM THICKNESS AND EDDY VISCOSITY. 2248
C . . . ; . - . • . , • - 2249
DIMENSION X1300) ,Y( 100), UCUOO, 3) .VISCUOO, 2) .GRADI100) . 2250
RTR=SQRT(REB) . , . . . . . . . - . . - , - . . 2251
- '. NY = NV + 2 ~ 2252
UEDGE = J995*UCINY,1) . . , . , - . . . . , 2253
DO 10 N=1,NV " . 2254
IF(UEDGE-UC<N*1, D) 41,41,10 ' .; 2255
41. NDELT = N 2256
GO TO 20 2257
10 CONTINJE , • - -• ' 2258
20 DELT = Y(NDELT)*(UEDGE-UC(NDELT,1))*( Y(NDELT«:1 ) -Y (NDE LT) ) / J U C < NOEL 2259
IT+1,1)-UC(NDELT, t ) ) j . • , . - . . - . i 2260
SUM =0. 2261
DO 50 M-2,NY ; 2262
50 SUM = SUM*(Y(N»-YIN- i ) )* I UC <N , 1 )+UC <N-1 1 1) ), 2263
. DISP = (YINY)-.5*SUH/UCCNY,1) I/RTR - . . 2264
SUM = 0 . 2265
UEDGE = U C ( N Y t l ) 2266
DO 60 N=2,NY 2267
60 SUM = SUM+mNI-YtN-in»C<UEDGE-UCCN,l))»UC<N,l) + «UEDGE-UC«N-l,lI) 2268
1*UC(N-1,D) 2269
THETA => .5*SUM/IRTR*UEDGE**2) 2270
IF(LGO» 53,53,56 2271
53 NVP1=NV*1 2272
EASE = 1. 2273
IF(M-MTRAN) 31,32,32 2274
32 IF(MTRAN*5-H) 31,31,33 2275
33 EASE = !XTH)-XTTTnUim/rXrMTirAN + 5J-XfMTRANI) 2276
31 CONTINJE 2277
INNER=0 2278
FACl = .16*RTR*EASE 2279
FAC2 = ,0168*UEOGE*DISP*R€B*EASE 2280
EFAC1 « -RTR/26. 2281
EFAC2 = PRPSSTRTR 2282
TAUW = GRAD(1)/RTR 2283
DO 160 N=2,NVPl 2284
ALTER = l.*FAC2/< 1. *5. 5* < YJ N ) /DEL T)**6) 2285
IF{ INNER) 402,401,402 2286
402 VISC(N,1)*ALTER 2287
GO TO 160 22fl8
401 CONTINJE 2289
TAUMY=rAUW-Y(NJ*EFAC2 2290
IF<TAU««Y) 701t701, 702 2291
701 VISC(NflJ«I~ 2292
GO TO 703 2293__
702 EX=YTfn *EF*C 1*SQRTJTTOHTT 2294
VISC(N. l ) = l .»FACl*Y(N)*Y(N»*ABS(GRAD(N) ) * ( l . -EXP(EX) ) * *2 2295
703 IFIVISCCNi IT-ALTER) I60t 160,521" 2296
521 V1SCCN, D-ALTER 2297
109
I N N E R = 1
160 C O N T I N U E
S AV E= 1 .
DO 162 N = 2 t N V
R A V E = V I S C I N , I )
V I S C 1 N , 1 ) - ( V I S C < N * 1 , l ) + R A V E * S A V E ) / 3 .
162 S A V E = R A V E
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